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For many years, improvements to CMOS process technologies fueled rapid growth in processor performance and throughput. Each process generation brought exponentially more transistors and exponentially reduced the per-transistor switching power. However, concerns over leakage currents have moved us out of the classical CMOS scaling regime. Although the number of available transistors continues to rise, their switching power no longer declines. In contrast to transistor counts, power budgets remain fixed due to limitations on cooling or battery life. Thus, with each new process generation, an exponentially decreasing fraction of the available transistors can be simultaneously switched. The growing divide between available transistors and utilizable transistors leads to a utilization wall.

This dissertation characterizes the utilization wall and proposes conservation cores as a means of surmounting its most pressing challenges. Conservation cores, or C-Cores, are application-specific hardware circuits created to reduce energy consumption on computationally-intensive applications with complex control
logic and irregular memory access patterns. C-Cores are drop-in replacements for existing source code, and make use of limited reconfigurability to adapt to software changes over time. The design and implementation of these specialized execution engines pose challenges with respect to code selection, automatic synthesis, choice of programming model, longevity/robustness, and system integration.

This dissertation addresses many of these challenges through the development of an automated conservation core toolchain. The toolchain automatically extracts the key kernels from a target workload and uses a custom C-to-silicon infrastructure to generate 45 nm implementations of the C-Cores. C-Cores employ a new pipeline design technique called pipeline splitting, or pipesplitting. This technique reduces clock power, increases memory parallelism, and further exploits operation-level parallelism. C-Cores also incorporate specialized energy-efficient per-instruction data caches called cachelets into the datapath, which allow for sub-cycle cache-coherent memory accesses.

An evaluation of C-Cores against an efficient in-order processor shows that C-Cores speed up the code they target by $1.5\times$, improve EDP by $6.9\times$ and accelerate the whole application by $1.33\times$ on average, while reducing application energy-delay by 57%.
Chapter 1

Introduction

For many years, improvements to CMOS process technologies fueled rapid growth in processor performance and throughput. Each process generation brought exponentially more transistors and exponentially reduced the per-transistor switching power. With these ample and efficient resources, computer architects were able to increase the number of cores per processor and employ increasingly sophisticated mechanisms to improve the performance of each core.

In recent years, however, the benefits of newer process generations have changed. Although the number of available transistors continues to rise, their switching power no longer declines. Concerns over leakage currents have moved us out of the classical CMOS scaling regime. We cannot employ the additional transistors from newer process generations if their use violates the power budget: Pragmatic concerns, such as thermal management, cost of ownership, and battery life, hold power budgets fixed. Thus, with each process generation, an exponentially decreasing fraction of the available transistors can be simultaneously switched. We term this growing divide between available transistors and utilizable transistors the utilization wall. The homogeneous multi-core approach to designing processors is ill-suited to face this challenge. However, the leakage-limited scaling regime introduces a new landscape in which heterogeneous designs with specialized hardware hold significant promise.

Faced with the utilization wall, designers find each new process generation leaves them with undesirable choices. They could allow the area budget to scale
down with power, but that would signal the end of exponentially increasing circuit integration. As this increasing integration, commonly known as Moore’s Law, has powered the past several decades of architectural innovation, this is not an acceptable option. For a fixed area budget, either some of that area must lay fallow at any given time, *dark silicon*, or the area must contain underutilized transistors, *dim silicon*. Such underutilization is most commonly accomplished via underclocking, which limits performance. Heterogeneous designs offer a means to exploit dark silicon: Only cores that are well matched to the current set of computations are active, and all others remain dark. As the current set of computations changes, cores can move between active and dark status, running threads on the most closely matching silicon.

Specialization and heterogeneity are appealing from both power and performance perspectives, and both are challenging from a system perspective. Producing a sufficient diversity of specialized hardware to provide high coverage for a non-trivial target workload requires significant design automation. Likewise, the hardware produced must reduce energy for serial and irregular code, as well as parallel code, or the technique will be of limited applicability. Custom ASICs and accelerators for highly parallel computations are well studied, but many open questions remain for the systematic generation of hardware for irregular code regions.

This dissertation characterizes the utilization wall and proposes *conservation cores* as a means of addressing the challenges of dark silicon. Conservation cores, or *C-Cores*, are application-specific hardware circuits created for the purpose of reducing energy consumption on computationally intensive applications with irregular code bases. C-Cores improve the energy efficiency of irregular codes by converting dark silicon into a collection of energy-saving, application-specialized cores. Each C-Core is a drop-in replacement for a region of code in the source application. These cores are produced by an automated toolchain which transforms regions of C source into C-Cores and transparently modifies the original applications to use the C-Cores. C-Cores, unlike many other approaches, can target nearly arbitrary code regions.

Conservation cores have a different goal than conventional application-
specific circuits, and we differentiate between C-Cores and the more common accelerators along several axes. Accelerators focus on improving performance, at a potentially worse, equal, or better energy efficiency. As their name suggests, designers rarely deploy accelerators for code where performance does not greatly benefit from customized hardware. Conservation cores, on the other hand, focus on energy reduction. Serial and irregular codes are valid targets for energy reduction via conservation cores, even if performance benefits are limited. Conservation cores aim to always reduce energy consumption and to accelerate where practical. Conservation cores that are also accelerators are possible: Chapters 4 and 5 explore techniques for improving the performance of C-Cores while maintaining energy efficiency.

Even if, for a given C-Core, the hardware specialization that provides energy efficiency does not translate into better performance, energy efficiency can translate directly to better throughput. Under the utilization wall, such specialized, energy-efficient processors can increase parallelism by reducing the per-computation power requirements and allowing more computations to execute under the same power budget. Therefore, while single-threaded performance is important, especially for difficult to parallelize irregular code bases, performance should not be purchased at the expense of forsaking energy efficiency.

Shifting the focus from performance-at-all-costs to efficiency allows C-Cores to target a broader range of applications than accelerators. C-Cores, unlike most accelerators, can target both parallel and serial portions of an application. Accelerators provide benefits for codes with large amounts of parallelism and predictable communication patterns, as these codes map naturally onto hardware. Thus, parallelism-intensive regions of code that are hot (i.e., occupy a high percentage of running time) are the best candidates for implementation as accelerators. On the other hand, C-Cores are parallelism-agnostic: Hot code with a tight critical path, little parallelism, and/or very poor memory behavior is an excellent candidate for a C-Core: C-Cores can greatly reduce the number of transistor toggles required to execute that code, saving energy. For instance, our results show that C-Cores can deliver significant energy savings for irregular, integer applications.
(e.g., MCF from SPEC 2006) that would be difficult to automatically accelerate with specialized hardware.

Over the course of this dissertation, we will examine the utilization wall, conservation cores, and how these conservation cores rise to the challenges of a leakage limited scaling regime. Chapter 2 examines the origins and implications of the utilization wall. We discuss the theory behind classical and leakage limited CMOS scaling, and present our own empirical results for the utilization wall. We then discuss how the unique challenges of the utilization wall lead us to develop the C-Core approach.

Chapter 3 describes the system architecture for C-Core enabled systems, our toolchain for automatically creating and compiling for C-Cores, and presents and evaluates a prototype C-Core architecture. The toolchain automatically extracts the key kernels from a target workload and uses a custom C-to-silicon infrastructure to generate 45 nm implementations of the C-Cores. It also automates the process of evaluating and compiling for C-Core enabled systems. We use this toolchain to produce and evaluate a set of prototype C-Cores from multiple versions of several applications. We show that our prototype C-Cores provide significant energy and energy-delay savings over an efficient, in-order MIPS processor.

Chapters 4 and 5 describe enhancements to C-Core performance and energy efficiency. Our prototype C-Cores offer substantial energy savings, but have room to improve on performance and energy efficiency in three key areas: Memory ordering enforcement, reconfiguration mechanisms, and load-use latency all benefit from targeted optimizations. To improve C-Core performance we employ a new pipeline design technique called pipeline splitting, or pipesplitting. This technique reduces clock power, increases memory parallelism, and further exploits ILP. To reduce the energy, area, and operator delay costs incurred by the software adaptation mechanisms from [VSG+10] we exploit a more nuanced form of reconfiguration. We also explore incorporating specialized energy-efficient per-instruction data caches called cachelets, which allow for sub-cycle cache-coherent memory accesses. The first two of these advances are presented in Chapter 4, and the third is the focus of Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 analyzes the hardware produced by our automated toolchain, and explores the impact and challenges of scheduling operations on C-Cores. We discuss why operation scheduling is important for C-Cores and why traditional modulo scheduling techniques are not applicable. We examine the limitations of a block-based execution and scheduling model in the face of small basic blocks, and highlight possible avenues for improving block size and exposed parallelism.

Chapter 7 surveys other approaches to energy reduction, accelerator architectures, and automated hardware generation. It also discusses differences in technique from related work for our implementations of scheduling, caching, and other components of our approach. Through these comparisons, we place conservation cores in the context of broader efforts in hardware specialization and highlight novel aspects of the C-Core approach.

Finally, in Chapter 8 we summarize the contributions of this dissertation, including the introduction of the utilization wall and the design and evaluation of C-Cores and C-Core enhancing techniques.
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Chapter 2

The Utilization Wall

In this chapter, we examine the nature of the utilization wall in detail, and motivate heterogeneous multiprocessors with application specialized cores as a means of dealing with its consequences. We show how scaling theory predicts that the transition from classical to leakage-limited regime will lead to the utilization wall. We then demonstrate how these theoretical models predict current practice, confirming the exponential nature of the utilization wall. Finally, we discuss how heterogeneous multi-core processors address the challenges posed by utilization wall in ways that homogeneous multi-core processors do not.

2.1 The Utilization Wall

In this section we provide the theoretical background for the utilization wall and then provide evidence of how it is already affecting designs. We show that scaling theory predicts the utilization wall to be an exponentially worsening problem. We then lend support to this prediction with our own experiments at 90 and 45 nm process nodes.

2.1.1 Theory

The utilization wall arises because of a breakdown of the classical CMOS scaling described by Dennard [DGR+74] in his 1974 paper. The “Classical Scaling”
column in Table 2.1 shows the key elements of the classical CMOS scaling model. Associated with each transition between CMOS processes is a geometry scaling factor $S$, typically $1.4 \times$. Classical CMOS scaling holds that transistor capacitances decrease roughly by this factor of $S$ with each process shrink. At the same time, transistor switching frequency rises by $S$ and the number of transistors on the die increases by $S^2$. Until recently, it has been possible to scale supply voltage by $1/S$, leading to constant power consumption for a fixed-size chip running at full frequency. Scaling the supply voltage requires that we also scale the threshold voltage proportionally if we wish to maintain switching frequency. Historically, this was not an issue because leakage, although increasing exponentially, was not significant in process nodes above 130 nm.

In the current process scaling regime, transistor densities and speeds continue to increase with Moore’s Law. Unfortunately, to curtail leakage currents, limits on threshold voltage scaling now prevent supply voltage scaling. As a result, full chip, full frequency power is now rising as $S^2$. The introduction of 3D CMOS technology will exacerbate this trend further. Table 2.1 summarizes these trends. The equations in the “Classical Scaling” column governed scaling up until 130 nm. The equations in the “Leakage Limited” column govern scaling at 90 nm and below.

2.1.2 Practice

The result of these trends is a technology-imposed utilization wall that limits the fraction of the chip we can use at full speed at one time. The effects of the utilization wall are already indirectly apparent in modern processors: Intel’s Nehalem provides a “turbo mode” that powers off some cores in order to run others at higher speeds. Another strong indication is the divergence between native transistor switching speeds and processor frequencies. Although the former have continued to double every two process generations, the latter have not increased substantially over the last 5 years.

To quantify the current impact of the utilization wall, we synthesized, placed, and routed several circuits using the Synopsys Design and IC Compilers.
Table 2.1: **The utilization wall** The utilization wall is a consequence of CMOS scaling theory and current-day technology constraints, assuming fixed power and chip area. The Classical Scaling column assumes that designers can lower $V_t$ arbitrarily. In the Leakage Limited case, constraints on $V_t$, necessary to prevent unmanageable leakage currents, hinder scaling and create the utilization wall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Classical Scaling</th>
<th>Leakage Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>power budget</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>chip size</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_t$</td>
<td>threshold voltage</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1/S$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>supply voltage</td>
<td>$\sim V_t \times 3$</td>
<td>$1/S$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{ox}$</td>
<td>oxide thickness</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1/S$</td>
<td>$1/S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W, L</td>
<td>transistor dimensions</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1/S$</td>
<td>$1/S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{sat}$</td>
<td>saturation current</td>
<td>$W V_{dd} / t_{ox}$</td>
<td>$1/S$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>device power at full frequency</td>
<td>$I_{sat} V_{dd}$</td>
<td>$1/S^2$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{gate}$</td>
<td>capacitance</td>
<td>$W L / t_{ox}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1/S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>device frequency</td>
<td>$I_{sat} / C_{gate} V_{dd}$</td>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>$S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>devices per chip</td>
<td>$A / (W L)$</td>
<td>$S^2$</td>
<td>$S^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>full die, full frequency power</td>
<td>$D \times p$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$S^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>utilization at fixed power</td>
<td>$B / P$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1/S^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: **Experiments quantifying the utilization wall** We use Synopsys CAD tools and TSMC standard cell libraries to evaluate the power and utilization of a 300 mm$^2$ chip filled with 64-bit adders, separated by registers. We use these operators to approximate active logic in a processor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>90 nm TSMC</th>
<th>45 nm TSMC</th>
<th>32 nm ITRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency (GHz)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm$^2$ Per Op.</td>
<td>.00724</td>
<td>.00164</td>
<td>.00082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Operators</td>
<td>41k</td>
<td>180k</td>
<td>360k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Chip Watts</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td>2401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilization at 80 W</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.2 summarizes our findings. For each process, we used the corresponding TSMC standard cell libraries to evaluate power and area. We filled a 300 mm$^2$ chip with 64-bit operators to approximate active logic on a microprocessor die. Each operator is a 64-bit adder with registered inputs and outputs, which runs at its maximum frequency in that process. In a 90 nm TSMC process, running a chip at full frequency would require 455 W. This means that only 17.6% of the chip could be simultaneously active in an 80 W budget. In a 45 nm TSMC process, a similar design would require 1225 W, resulting in just 6.5% utilization at 80 W. This shows a reduction of 2.6× attributable to the utilization wall. The equations in Table 2.1 predicted a larger, 4× reduction. The difference is due to process and standard cell tweaks implemented between the 90 nm and 45 nm generations.

2.2 Implications of the Utilization Wall

Table 2.2 also extrapolates to 32 nm based on ITRS data for 45 and 32 nm processes. ITRS roadmap projections and CMOS scaling theory suggest that this percentage will decrease to less than 3.5% in 32 nm, and will continue to decrease by almost half with each process generation. Thus, the utilization wall is getting exponentially worse, roughly by a factor of two, with each process generation.

The remainder of the transistor budget must be either left unused, leaving dark silicon, or purchased at the expense of underutilizing all transistors in the design. The latter renders the whole processor dim silicon. For scaling existing multi-core processor designs, designers have choices that span a variety of design points. However, the best they can do is exploit the factor of $S$ (e.g., 1.4×) reduction in transistor switching energy that each generation brings. Regardless of whether designers a) increase frequency by a factor of 1.4×, b) increase core count by 1.4×, c) increase core count by 2×, and reduce frequency by 1.4×, or d) some compromise of the three, the utilization wall ensures transistor speeds and densities are rapidly out-pacing the available power budget to switch them.

The situation is brighter for less conventional designs. Provided that only a subset of the transistors are active at the same time, designers can still harness all
of the available transistor budget at full speed. In a homogeneous design, turning off one compute unit in favor of an identical one offers few benefits. In contrast, for a heterogeneous design, there are clear benefits to turning off one compute unit in favor of turning on another that is more specialized for the current task.

2.3 Using Heterogeneity to Scale the Utilization Wall

Heterogeneity and specialization are effective responses to the utilization wall and the dark silicon problem. Increasingly, specialized processors offer large energy savings with little to no opportunity cost: The silicon area that they consume would otherwise go unused because of the utilization wall. Thus, specialized silicon can trade cheap area for valuable energy efficiency.

Specialization is especially profitable in extremely power-constrained designs. This includes the mobile application processors that power the world’s emerging computing platforms, including cell phones, e-book readers, media players, and other portable devices. Mobile application processors differ from conventional laptop or desktop processors. They have vastly lower power budgets – often less than 375 mW – and usage is heavily concentrated around a core collection of applications. Mobile designs already tend to be heterogeneous platforms. Mobile designers reduce power consumption, in part, by leveraging customized low-power hardware implementations of common functions such as audio and video decoders and 3G/4G radio processing. These computations are highly parallel and exceptionally well-suited to traditional accelerator or custom ASIC implementations.

The remaining code (user interface elements, application logic, operating system, etc.) resembles traditional desktop code and is ill-suited to conventional, parallelism-centric accelerator architectures. This code has traditionally been of limited importance. However, the rising popularity of sophisticated mobile applications suggests this code will become more prominent and consume larger fractions of device power budgets. As a result, applying hardware specialization to frequently-executed irregular code regions will become a profitable system-level op-
timization. Likewise, the resemblance between these code regions and traditional desktop applications means that hardware beneficial to either should benefit both.

For parallel and highly regular regions of code, traditional accelerator approaches will continue to apply. Many already produce low-power hardware, or offer sufficient performance to trade performance for power. However, to address the challenges of the utilization wall, we must provide specialization for more than just those portions of code trivially mapped into hardware. Similarly, to be a scalable solution, we must be able to map new codes onto new or existing specialized hardware as workloads change and applications evolve. Our approach to addressing the utilization wall is the construction of a fully automated toolchain that produces specialized execution engines called conservation cores that act as drop-in replacements for existing code. In the next chapter, we will explore both the conservation core approach and the conservation core toolchain.
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Chapter 3

The Design of Conservation Core Enabled Systems

In the previous chapter, we saw how growing transistor counts, limited power budgets, and the breakdown of voltage scaling conspire to create a utilization wall that limits the fraction of a chip that can run at full speed at one time. This leads to an increase in dark silicon with every process generation. Likewise, we saw indications that heterogeneous systems that can translate increasing transistor budgets into increasing levels of specialization may be able to exploit the dark silicon. Our approach to heterogeneous system design is built around automatically generated specialized processors that focus on reducing energy and energy-delay for code regions with irregular control flow and memory patterns. We call these processors conservation cores, or C-Cores,

Incorporating C-Cores into multi-processors, especially at a scale large enough to save power across many applications with multiple hot spots, raises a number of challenges:

1. **C-Core Selection** In order to build C-Cores, we must be able to identify which pieces of code are the best candidates for conversion into C-Cores. The code should account for a significant portion of runtime and energy, and stem from a relatively stable code base.

2. **Automatic synthesis** Designing numerous C-Cores by hand is not scalable,
so it must be possible to synthesize C-Cores automatically and correctly, without significant human intervention.

3. **Programming model** It should not be necessary to rewrite applications to make use of C-Cores. The system must utilize them automatically.

4. **Longevity** Conservation cores should remain useful even as the code they are designed to replace evolves.

5. **System integration** Since C-Cores should work seamlessly with existing code, the C-Core hardware and memory model must be tightly integrated with the rest of the system.

In this chapter, we develop the conservation core architecture and show how our design addresses programming model and system integration challenges. We present our vision for how C-Cores will be selected, created, integrated, used, and adapted to workload and application changes over time. We call this the C-Core’s “life cycle,” and present our toolchain which automates each of the stages in that life cycle. We describe our toolchain in detail and evaluate the prototype C-Cores that it produces. Subsequent chapters will focus on improving both the performance and energy efficiency of these initial prototype C-Cores.

### 3.1 Conservation cores: System overview

This section provides an overview, describing the composition of a prototypical C-Core system. Architectures based on specialized hardware must address three core issues: 1) how the specialized core maintains coherence with the host system, 2) how the specialized core integrates with more general processing resources to handle code that does not justify building specialized hardware, and 3) how the system withstands changes to the software that it targets. We address these three core questions in turn, discussing the sharing of our coherent L1, the movement of execution between CPU and C-Core, and our approach to handling target application program changes.
Figure 3.1: The high-level structure of a C-Core-enabled system. A C-Core-enabled system (a) is made up of multiple individual tiles (b), each of which contains multiple C-Cores (c). Conservation cores communicate with the rest of the system through a coherent memory system and a simple scan-chain-based interface. Different tiles may contain different C-Cores. Not drawn to scale.

3.1.1 Basic chip-level architecture

A C-Core-enabled system includes multiple C-Cores embedded in a multi- or many-core tiled array like the one in Figure 3.1(a). Each tile of the array contains a general purpose processor (the “CPU”), cache and interconnect resources, and a collection of tightly-coupled C-Cores. Collectively, the C-Cores and CPU share the tile’s resources, including the coherent L1 data cache, the on-chip network interface, and FPU.

Within a tile (Figure 3.1(b)), the C-Cores interface to the host CPU via a direct, multiplexed connection to the L1 cache. They also connect directly to the host CPU through a collection of scan chains. These allow the CPU to read and write all state within the C-Cores. The CPU uses these scan chains for passing arguments, for context switching, and for patching the C-Cores. The scan chain interface is covered in more detail in section 3.3.2. These facilities allow the system to reconfigure a C-Core to run future and past modified versions of the source code that was used to generate the C-Cores. Most data transfer occurs through the coherent L1 cache connection.

A shared, coherent cache is an attractive option for conservation cores because of their focus on irregular code. With irregular accesses and control flows
unsuited to modulo scheduling, C-Cores are sensitive to memory latency as well as bandwidth. Caching can greatly reduce average memory access time, especially for dependent loads. As C-Cores already target code with irregular control flows, the variability in memory access time doesn’t add significant additional complexity.

By having C-Cores share the same path to memory as the processor, drop-in semantics are easier to maintain. Likewise, C-Cores are trivially kept coherent with processor memory because the accesses go to the same cache. For applications with cache-friendly access patterns, caching also improves energy efficiency over directly accessing main memory.

3.1.2 Execution model

Each C-Core targets frequently executed, or hot, regions of an application. It achieves energy and power savings by creating specialized hardware datapaths that eliminate much of the overhead in conventional processor pipelines. Overheads reduced or removed include instruction fetch, register file accesses, and bypassing. These datapaths are controlled by a set of state machines that closely mirror the control flow graph of the source program. This mirroring allows for precise replication of the same semantics that the code would have if it were executing on the CPU. The shared, coherent L1 makes this as true for memory state as for control flow.

Portions of applications not important enough to be supported by C-Cores continue to run on the CPU. The CPU also serves as a fallback to support applications that were not available at the time of the manufacture of the chip. Similarly, exceptional behavior is supported with traps to the CPU. Execution shifts back and forth between the CPU and various C-Cores as an application enters and exits the code regions that C-Cores support.

3.1.3 Future proofing

Although the C-Cores are created to support existing versions of specific applications, they also need to support newer versions that are released after the
original C-Cores were synthesized. To do this, we implement all three reconfiguration mechanisms described in [VSG+10]. The C-Cores include reconfiguration bits which allow the behavior of C-Cores to adapt to commonly found changes in programs. Small changes, such as replacing one constant value in a program with another, are handled within the C-Core via reconfiguration. Larger changes are handled by forcing traps to software on certain CFG edges. Section 3.4 briefly discusses how the patching process fits into our automated toolchain and how these reconfiguration bits are configured. However, the details of the patching algorithms are outside the scope of this dissertation and can be found in [VSG+10].

3.2 The C-Core Life Cycle

For the C-Core approach to be successful, we must be able to map most execution onto C-Cores. Furthermore, for C-Cores to achieve high coverage in a reasonable amount of area, a relatively small fraction of the application’s static instructions must account for a large fraction of execution. Fortunately, this is true for many programs. Figure 3.2 shows the fraction of dynamically executed x86 instructions (y-axis) covered by the number of static x86 instructions (x-axis) for a broad-ranging set of applications. These applications include SPECCPU2006 integer benchmarks astar and hmmr, desktop applications evince, emacs, grep, gcc, perl, and scp, and five applications for which we will construct C-Cores prototypes in this chapter. For many applications, the curve is quite steep. This means that converting a relatively small number of static instructions into hardware will cover a very large fraction of execution.

The C-Core approach must be scalable in design effort as well as area. We will address this through automation. As workloads change, new applications and new versions of applications can be run through our automated toolchain. Drop-in semantics allow the specialized hardware to be used transparently, without manual code changes. While this approach imposes some constraints on potential optimizations, especially on the memory system, it makes the conservation core approach scalable in effort.
Figure 3.2: **Dynamic coverage for given static instruction counts** We show the cumulative distribution of dynamic coverage (on the vertical axis) as a function of the number of static instructions executed. For many x86 programs profiled, a small number of static instructions cover much of dynamic execution. This implies that a small amount of specialized hardware could cover large portions of execution for each of these programs.
Figure 3.3: The C-Core Life Cycle A profiler (a) extracts a set of energy-intensive code regions from a corpus of stable applications in the processor’s target domain. The toolchain generalizes these regions into patchable C-Core specifications (b), translates them into circuits via an automated synthesis infrastructure (c), and integrates them into a multi-core processor (d). A patching-aware compiler maintains a database of C-Core specifications and generates binaries that execute on a combination of C-Cores and the local CPU. The compiler (e) generates a patching configuration that allows the C-Cores to run future (and past) versions of the original applications.

While hardware release cycles are long, software release cycles are often much more rapid. Our design vision for C-Cores takes this into account in two key ways: First, we limit the non-recurring engineering costs for successive generations of C-Core enabled systems through automation. It is not feasible to rely on manual specification of every hot spot in every workload every time a new system is designed. Therefore, we have heavily automated this process. Second, we ensure that a C-Core enabled system can retain the utility of its C-Cores over the expected lifetime of the system. For this, we rely heavily on the patching mechanisms proposed in [VSG+10], and automatic generation of the requisite patches via our compiler infrastructure.

Figure 3.3 depicts the generation of a many-core processor equipped with C-Cores and the toolchain needed to target them. The process starts with the
processor designer characterizing the workload. This requires identifying applications that make up a significant fraction of the processor’s target workload. The toolchain begins by extracting from these applications the most frequently used (or “hot”) code regions (a). It then augments them with a small amount of reconfigurability (b) and synthesizes C-Core hardware using a 45 nm standard cell CAD flow (c). A single processor contains many tiles, each with a general purpose CPU and collection of different C-Cores (d).

In order to generate code for the processor, we extend a standard compiler infrastructure to support automatic code generation for C-Cores. In our case, we use a combination of LLVM [LA04], OpenIMPACT [Ope] and GCC. Any standard compiler infrastructure such as GCC, the Intel C++ compiler, or Microsoft Visual Studio would have been suitable. The compiler incorporates a description of the C-Core that the manufacturer has shipped silicon for. The compiler uses a matching algorithm to find similarities between the input code and the C-Core specifications (e). In cases where there are close matches, the compiler will generate both CPU-only object code and object code that makes use of the C-Core. The latter version of the code includes patching information that is downloaded into the C-Core via scan chains. This transfer occurs before the C-Core is invoked. The decision of whether to use the C-Core-enabled version of the code or the “software-only” version is made at run time, based on C-Core availability and other factors.

The next several sections describe how we turn our design vision into a concrete system. Section 3.3 describes the C-Core architecture. Sections 3.5, 3.6, and 3.4 detail our toolchain for automating the C-Core life cycle. We focus first on our system level architecture.

### 3.3 Conservation core architecture

This section describes the architecture of a C-Core-enabled system in more detail. We describe the organization of the C-Cores themselves and the interface between the C-Cores and the rest of the system.
3.3.1 Conservation core organization

Each C-Core acts as a drop-in replacement for a region of code. An individual C-Core comprises a datapath and control state machine derived directly from the code it targets. Figure 3.1(c) shows the architecture of a prototypical C-Core. The principle components are the datapath, the control unit, the cache interface, and the scan chain interface to the CPU. The scan chain interface provides access to internal state. Specialized load and store units share ports to memory and use a simple token-based protocol to enforce correct memory ordering. For simplicity of correctness in our C-Core prototypes, this protocol restricts the number of concurrent memory accesses to one. Later, in Chapter 4, we will investigate performance optimizations for the memory ordering interface.

Datapath and control  By design, the C-Core datapath and control very closely resemble the internal representation that our toolchain extracts from the C source code. The datapath contains the functional units (adders, shifters, etc.), the muxes to implement control decisions, and the registers to hold program values across clock cycles.

The control unit implements a state machine that mimics the control flow graph of the code. Every basic block in the code’s original CFG has at least one corresponding state in the C-Core’s control unit. Where there are memory or other variable latency operations within a basic block, the basic block is partitioned into multiple basic blocks. One control state is then created for every basic block in the new CFG. The control unit tracks branch outcomes (computed in the datapath) to determine which state to enter on each cycle. The control path sets the enable and select lines on the registers and muxes so that the correct basic block is active each cycle.

The close correspondence between the program’s structure and the C-Core is important for two reasons: First, it makes it easier to enforce correct memory ordering in irregular programs. The ordering that the control path’s state machine enforces corresponds to the order that the program counter provides in general purpose processors. We use that ordering to enforce memory dependencies. Sec-
ond, close correspondence enhances robustness. Structural similarity improves the likelihood that small changes in the source code (which are the common case) will require correspondingly small reconfiguration facilities from the hardware. This maximizes the probability that the patching mechanisms from [VSG+10] will provide sufficient flexibility to adapt to the application changes.

To maintain this correspondence and to reduce the number of registers required in the datapath, the registers in the C-Core datapaths adhere to SSA form: Each static SSA variable has a corresponding register. This invariant minimizes the number of register updates: Exactly one register value changes per new value that the program generates.

**Memory interface and ordering** Memory operations require special attention to ensure that the C-Core enforces memory ordering constraints. Our prototype conservation cores enforce these constraints by allowing only one memory operation per basic block. The C-Core only activates one basic block at a time, guaranteeing that memory operations within the C-Core execute in the correct order. During C-Core execution, the CPU is inactive and all CPU accesses will have completed before C-Core execution begins or resumes. Thus, as both C-Cores and the CPU access the same cache, ordering between CPU and C-Core memory accesses is trivially maintained, although this does limit potential memory optimizations for the C-Core.

The load/store units connect to a coherent data cache. This ensures that all loads and stores are visible to the rest of the system regardless of which addresses the C-Core accesses.

Cache accesses can take multiple cycles. Moreover, the number of cycles is variable. To address this, the toolchain adds a self-loop to the basic block that contains each memory operation and exports a “valid” line to the control path. When the memory operation is complete, it asserts the “valid” signal and control exits the loop and proceeds with the following basic block. The “valid” signal is similar to the memory ordering token used in systems such as Tartan [MCC+06] and WaveScalar [SSM+07].

Most of the communication between C-Cores and the CPU occurs via the
Figure 3.4: Conservation core example An example showing the translation from C code (a), to the compiler’s internal representation (b), and finally to hardware (c). The hardware schematic and state machine correspond very closely to the data and control flow graphs of the C code.

shared L1 cache. A coherent, shared memory interface allows us to construct C-Cores for applications with unpredictable access patterns. Conventional accelerators cannot speed up these applications, because they cannot extract enough memory parallelism. Such applications can be an excellent fit for C-Cores, however, as performance is not the primary concern. Since the CPU and C-Cores do not simultaneously access the cache, the impact on the CPU cycle time is negligible.

Multi-cycle instructions Conservation cores handle other multi-cycle instructions (e.g., integer division and floating point operations) in the same way as memory operations. Each multi-cycle instruction resides in a basic block with a self-loop and generates a “valid” signal when it completes.

Example Figure 3.4 shows the translation from C source code (a) to hardware schematic and state machine (c). The hardware corresponds very closely to the CFG of the sample code (b). It has muxes for variables $i$ and $sum$ corresponding to the $phi$ operators in the CFG. Also, the state machine of the C-Core is almost identical to the CFG, but with additional self-loops for multi-cycle operations. The datapath has a load unit to access the memory hierarchy to read the array $a$. 
3.3.2 The CPU/C-Core interface

Aside from the cache, the only connection between the CPU and the C-Cores is a set of scan chains. These scan chains are the mechanism that allows the CPU access to all of the C-Core’s internal state. The CPU side of the interface is shared among all C-Cores on the CPU’s tile. The CPU can communicate via scan chains with only one C-Core at a time, with switching controlled by the CPU. The CPU uses the scan chains to install patches that will be used across many invocations, and to pass initial arguments for individual invocations. The scan chains also allow the CPU to read and modify internal C-Core state to implement exceptions.

Conservation core scan chains are divided into two groups, fixed-function and data. There are a small number of short, fixed-function scan chains for control, argument passing, and patch installation. The bulk of the scan chains provide access to datapath registers. A C-Core may have up to 32 such data scan chains.

The scan chains for arguments are short (just 64 bits) to make invocation fast, but the patch installation scan chains can be much longer. In our biggest C-Core prototype, the patch chains reach up to 12,772 bits. However, patch installation is infrequent, so the cost of accessing the scan chain is minor: In general usage, patches will only be installed once per program invocation. A special “master control” scan chain contains a single bit and allows the CPU to start and stop the C-Core’s execution as needed.

Datapath scan chains allow the CPU to manipulate arbitrary execution state during an exception. Datapath scan chains range in length from 32 to 448 bits in our largest C-Core.

To access the interface, the CPU provides three new instructions: Move-From-ScanChain (MFSC), Move-To-ScanChain (MTSC), and ScanChain-Rotate-Left (SCRL). MFSC moves the 32 bits at the head of a scan chain into a general purpose processor register, and MTSC does the reverse. SCRL rotates a scan chain left by \( n \) bits. SCRL executes asynchronously but MFSC and MTSC have blocking semantics: They will wait for previously issued SCRLs on a scan chain to finish before returning a value from that scan chain. As the C-Cores are drop-in
replacements for existing code, programs need not block if the correct C-Core is not available (i.e., if it is in use by another program or currently configured with the incorrect patch). The original CPU (software) implementation is still available, and the program can use it instead.

3.4 Patching conservation cores

When a C-Core-equipped processor ships, it can run the latest versions of the targeted applications without modification. We refer to this version as the original. When a new version of an application becomes available, our toolchain must determine how to map the new version of the software onto the existing C-Core hardware. We refer to the new version of the software as the target. The goal of the patching process is to generate a patch for the original hardware that will let it run the target software version.

The longevity provided by patching is an important aspect of the C-Core life cycle. However, the details of the patching process are outside the scope of this dissertation. Below, we briefly describe how we support the patching approach from [VSG+10] in C-Cores.

3.4.1 Integrating patching support

The bold box in Figure 3.5 shows how the patching system fits into the toolchain. We work directly on the program’s dataflow and control graphs, a representation that can be generated from either source code or a compiled binary. Our implementation of the reconfiguration technique described in [VSG+10] provides C-Cores with three facilities to adjust their behavior after fabrication.

Configurable constants We generalize all hard-coded immediate values into configurable registers. This supports changes to the values of compile-time constants and the insertion, deletion, or rearrangement of structure fields.
**Generalized single-cycle datapath operators** To support the replacement of one operator with another, we generalize several operators. Any addition or subtraction is replaced by an adder-subtractor, any comparison operation by a generalized comparator, and any bit-wise operation by a bit-wise ALU. A small, four-bit configuration register is then added for each such operator, determining which operation is currently active.

**Control flow changes** In order to handle changes in the CFG’s structure and changes to basic blocks that go beyond what the above mechanisms can handle, the C-Cores provide a flexible exception mechanism. The control path contains a bit for each state transition that determines whether the C-Core should treat it as an exception. This same mechanism is also used to handle system calls and other features not yet supported within our C-Core prototypes.

When the state machine makes an exceptional transition, the C-Core stops executing and transfers control to the general-purpose core. The exception handler begins by extracting current variable values from the C-Core via the scan-chain-based interface. It then executes the replacement code segment, transfers new values back into the C-Core, and resumes execution. The exception handler can restart C-Core execution at any point in the CFG, so exceptions can arbitrarily alter control flow and/or replace arbitrary portions of the CFG.

### 3.4.2 Patch generation

The patching algorithm developed by Venkatesh, et al. [VSG+10] proceeds in four stages: basic block mapping, control flow mapping, register remapping, and patch generation. The details and implementation of the patching algorithm are outside the scope of this dissertation, but we will briefly describe its operation: The algorithm operates at basic block granularity. It identifies potential matches, based on internal structure, from basic blocks in the target versions to those in the original. Then, the CFG and a register renaming scheme are used to further refine whether two blocks are a match. Matching connected subgraphs of the CFG are then identified as *hardware regions*, portions of the target CFG that will execute
in hardware. Remaining portions of the CFG are considered *software regions* and entry into them will be treated as an exception. Once the patching algorithm has identified all such regions, our toolchain can begin patch generation.

At this point we have all the information required to generate a patch that will let the target code run on the original hardware. The patch itself consists of three parts:

- the configuration bits for each of the configurable datapath elements along with values for each of the configurable constant registers
- exception bits for each of the control flow edges that pass from a hardware region into a software region
- code to implement each of the software regions

The software region code is subdivided into three sections. First, the *prologue* uses the scan chain interface to retrieve values from the C-Core’s datapath into the processor core. Next, the *patch code* implements the software region. The region may have multiple exit points, each leading back to a different point in the datapath. At exit, the *epilogue* uses the scan chain interface again to insert the results back into the datapath and return control to the C-Core.

### 3.5 C-Core selection

In order to evaluate a prototype C-Core-enabled system, we must first construct a set of C-Core prototypes. Over the course of the following sections, we will show how we have developed our automated toolchain to support each phase of a C-Core’s life cycle. We also discuss the measurement and validation infrastructure built into our toolchain that provides the data used throughout this dissertation. We begin with the selection phase of the C-Core life cycle.

To select regions of code appropriate for transforming into C-Cores, we must accurately estimate the area and energy-saving potential of software to hardware conversion. This includes identifying key and constraining overheads. The
overhead of transferring control to and from the C-Core is an important factor in C-Core selection. This overhead places a lower bound on how much work a C-Core must do to achieve net benefits. It also limits how frequently we can use the exception mechanism during patching without nullifying the C-Core’s energy gains.

To quantify this cost, we created a C-Core that returns immediately and executed it in a tight loop. The results show that transferring control to and from the C-Core takes, on average, 317 cycles or 211 ns. Of this, the stub function that invokes the C-Core accounts for 63%. Using the scan chains to pass arguments and return values to and from the C-Core accounts for the remaining 37%.

The exception cost likewise affects selection criteria for C-Cores using the exception mechanism to perform system calls or other features currently not directly supported on C-Cores. To quantify this cost, we synthesized a simple C-Core that executed an empty loop. We compared the run time of the C-Core with a patched version of the same C-Core. The patched version used the exception mechanism to transfer control to the CPU and directly back again. The transfer takes 260 cycles (173 ns) on average.

With invocation and exception overheads known, we can filter the list of high-coverage code regions and target the appropriate levels of the call-graph. We have implemented a completely automated tool for C-Core selection and isolation, but it has so far proved difficult to fine-tune. For the results throughout this dissertation, we instead rely on a hybrid method for C-Core selection. After automatic profiling, there is a manual review of the suggested code regions, filtering out any problematic selections. The filtered list is then fed back into the toolchain, which will automatically perform all processing required to turn those selected code regions into C-Cores.

3.6 Automatic Synthesis of C-Cores

Our C-Core synthesis toolchain automatically transforms portions of C programs into silicon. In the previous section, we discussed how hot regions are profiled
and marked for extraction. Once we have wrapped these functions with stubs, we compile them into an intermediate three-address representation. We split these functions into datapath and control segments, and then uses a state-of-the-art EDA tool flow to generate a circuit fully realizable in silicon. The toolchain also generates a cycle-accurate system simulator for the new hardware. We use the simulator for performance measurements and to generate traces that drive Synopsys VCS and PrimeTime simulation of the placed-and-routed netlist. Below, we describe these components in more detail.

3.6.1 Compilation Toolchain

Figure 3.5 summarizes the C-Core toolchain. The toolchain is based on the OpenIMPACT (1.0rc4) [Ope], CodeSurfer (2.1p1) [Cod], and LLVM (2.4) [LA04] compiler infrastructures. It accepts a large subset of the C language, including arbitrary pointer references, switch statements, and loops with complex conditions.

In the C-Core identification stage, functions or subregions of functions (e.g., key loops) are tagged for conversion into C-Cores based on profile information. The toolchain uses outlining to isolate the region and then uses exhaustive inlining to remove function calls. We pass global variables by reference as additional input arguments.

The C-to-Verilog stage generates the control and dataflow graphs for the function in SSA [CFR+89] form. This stage then adds basic blocks and control states for each memory operation and multi-cycle instruction. The final step of the C-to-Verilog stage generates synthesizeable Verilog for the C-Core. This requires converting $\phi$ operators into muxes, inserting registers at the definition of each value, and adding self loops to the control flow graph for the multi-cycle operations. Then, it generates the control unit with a state machine that matches the control flow graph. This stage of the toolchain also generates a cycle-accurate module for our architectural simulator.
Figure 3.5: The C-Core C-to-hardware toolchain Our toolchain proceeds through hardware generation, patching, simulation, and power measurement over several stages. Program source enters our toolchain and passes through our C-Core selection stage, which identifies regions of code as C-Core candidates. Our C-to-Verilog compiler transforms these regions and produces a cycle-accurate simulator model for each region. Our simulator uses these models to produce traces, which we pass to VCS and PrimeTime to generate power results. The bold box contains the patch generation infrastructure based on our patching enabled compiler.
3.6.2 Simulation infrastructure

Our cycle-accurate simulation infrastructure is based on btl, the Raw simulator [TLM+04]. We have modified btl to model a cache-coherent memory among multiple processors, to include a scan chain interface between the CPU and all of the local C-Cores, and to simulate the C-Cores themselves. The prototype C-Cores may operate at different clock frequencies from each other and from the core clock. These different cycle times are modeled in simulation by adjusting the duty cycle in clocking the C-Core.

In our prototype C-Core system model, the cache clock is synchronized to the C-Core when control is transferred to the C-Core. Minimum load-use latency for prototype C-Cores, as frequency is usually less than system frequency, is set at two C-Core cycles. In Chapter 4, we introduce a redesign of the C-Core pipeline such that all C-Cores operate synchronized with the system memory frequency, simplifying frequency modeling. Results in and after Chapter 4 presume a three-cycle load-use latency, matching that of the CPU.

3.6.3 Synthesis

For synthesis we target a TSMC 45 nm GS process using Synopsys Design Compiler (C-2009.06-SP2) and IC Compiler (C-2009.06-SP2). Our toolchain generates synthesizeable Verilog and automatically processes the design in the Synopsys CAD tool flow. The flow starts with netlist generation and continues through placement, clock tree synthesis, and routing before performing post-route optimizations. We specifically optimize for speed and power. We also make use of the Synopsys Module Compiler (C-2009.06-ICC-SP2), in order to generate technology-specific custom functional units for basic arithmetic (addition, multiplication, etc.) and bit-shifting. These modules have been optimized for speed and power usage.

Figure 3.6 shows a placed and routed standard cell layout for an automatically generated prototype C-Core from the MCF 2006 application. Over 50% of the area is devoted to performing arithmetic operations in the datapath, 7% is dedicated to the control logic, and 40% is registers. This circuit meets timing at clock frequencies up to 1412 MHz.
Figure 3.6: MCF 2006 conservation core for primal_beal_mpp() function
The C-Core synthesizes to 0.077\(mm^2\), operates at speeds up to 1412 MHz, and provides 53% coverage for the application. The light gray elements are datapath logic (adders, comparators, etc.), dark gray elements are registers, and the white elements constitute the control path.
3.6.4 Power measurements

In order to measure C-Core power usage, our simulator periodically samples execution by storing traces of all inputs and outputs to the C-Core. Each sample starts with a “snapshot” recording the entire register state of the C-Core and continues for 10,000 cycles. The current sampling policy is to sample 10,000 out of every 50,000 cycles, and we discard sampling periods corresponding to the initialization phase of the application.

We feed each trace sample into the Synopsys VCS (C-2009.06) logic simulator. Along with the Verilog code our toolchain also automatically generates a Verilog testbench module for each C-Core. This testbench initiates the simulation of each sample by scanning in the register values from each trace snapshot. The VCS simulation generates a VCD activity file, which we pipe as input into Synopsys PrimeTime (C-2009.06-SP2). PrimeTime computes both the static and dynamic power for each sampling period. We model fine-grained clock gating for inactive C-Core states via post-processing.

3.7 Results

This section describes the performance and efficiency of our C-Core-enabled architecture and the impact of our C-Core prototypes on performance and energy consumption. We will also examine the effectiveness of our prototype C-Core-enabled architecture at the application level, focusing on system energy consumption. We will show that our C-Core prototypes succeed at greatly reducing energy for converted code regions, by up to 16×. Benefits at the system level are likewise substantial, but limited by coverage and other overheads. However, we will also see that, in their current state, our prototype C-Cores offer limited performance benefits. Improving on the design of our C-Core prototypes, optimizing for performance and increasing system efficiency, is the focus of Chapters 4 and 5.
3.7.1 Methodology

The results in this section, and throughout this dissertation, rely on outputs from the toolchain described in detail in section 3.6. The primary components of this toolchain produce full-system performance numbers, and provide detailed power and performance models for the C-Cores themselves. To model power for other system components, we derive processor and clock power values from specifications for a MIPS 24KE processor in TSMC 90 nm and 65 nm processes [MIP09], and component ratios for Raw reported in [KTMW03]. We have scaled these values for a 45 nm process and assume a MIPS core frequency of 1.5 GHz with 0.077 mW/MHz for average CPU operation. Finally, we use CACTI 5.3 [TMAJ08] for I- and D-cache power.

3.7.2 Energy savings

Figure 3.7 shows the relative energy efficiency, EDP improvement, and speedup of prototype C-Cores vs. a MIPS processor executing the same code. For fairness, and to quantify the benefits of converting instructions into our C-Core prototypes, we exclude cache power for both cases. The figure compares both patchable and non-patchable C-Cores to a general-purpose MIPS core for six versions of bzip2 (1.0.0–1.0.5), and two versions each of cjpeg (v1–v2), djpeg (v5–v6), mcf (2000–2006), and vpr (4.22–4.30). Table 3.1 summarizes the C-Core prototypes.

The data show that patchable C-Cores are, on average, 9.52× as energy-efficient as a MIPS core at executing the code they were built to execute. The non-patchable C-Core prototypes are even more energy efficient, but their inability to adapt to software changes limits their useful lifetime: Results from [VSG+10] showed that, without patching support, application specific hardware for four out of five applications was unable to run any later application version.
Table 3.1: **Conservation core prototype statistics** The prototype C-Cores we generated vary greatly in size and complexity. In the “Key” column, the letters correspond to application versions and the Roman numerals denote specific functions from the application that a C-Core targets. “LoC” is lines of C source code, and “% Exe.” is the percentage of execution that each function comprises in the application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C-Core</th>
<th>Ver.</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Ops</th>
<th>% Exe.</th>
<th>Area (mm²)</th>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Non-P./Patch.</td>
<td>Non-P./Patch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>bzip2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fallbackSort</td>
<td>1.0.0</td>
<td>A i</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fallbackSort</td>
<td>1.0.5</td>
<td>F i</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cjpeg</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extract_MCUs</td>
<td>v1</td>
<td>A i</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_rgb_ycc_rows</td>
<td>v1</td>
<td>A ii</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subsample</td>
<td>v1</td>
<td>A iii</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extract_MCUs</td>
<td>v2</td>
<td>B i</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_rgb_ycc_rows</td>
<td>v2</td>
<td>B ii</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subsample</td>
<td>v2</td>
<td>B iii</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>djjpeg</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jpeg_idct_islow</td>
<td>v5</td>
<td>A i</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ycc_rgb_convert</td>
<td>v5</td>
<td>A ii</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jpeg_idct_islow</td>
<td>v6</td>
<td>B i</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ycc_rgb_convert</td>
<td>v6</td>
<td>B ii</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>mcf</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primal_bea_mpp</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>A i</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refresh_potential</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>A ii</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primal_bea_mpp</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>B i</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refresh_potential</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>B ii</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>vpr</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>try_swap</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>A i</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>1095</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>try_swap</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>B i</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>1095</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.326</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.7:  **Conservation core energy efficiency** Our patchable C-Cores provide up to 16× improvement in energy efficiency compared to a general-purpose MIPS core for the portions of the programs that they implement. The gains are up to 2× larger for non-patchable C-Cores, but their lack of flexibility limits their useful lifetime. Each subgroup of bars represents a specific version of an application (see Table 3.1). Results are normalized to running completely in software on an in-order, power-efficient MIPS core (“SW”). “unpatchable” denotes a C-Core built for that version of the application but without patching support, while “patchable” includes patching facilities. Finally, “patched” bars represent alternate versions of an application running on a patched C-Core. For all six versions of bzip2 (A–F), the C-Cores performance is identical.
Figure 3.8: Full application system energy, EDP, and execution time for C-Cores, and projections for potential improvements. These graphs show full application system energy, EDP, and execution time for C-Cores (lower is better). “SW” and “patchable” are as described in Figure 3.7. “+ coverage” displays achievable improvements to energy reduction if 90% of the application can run in a C-Core. If a slower, lower-leakage process is used for the MIPS core in addition to improved coverage (“+lowleak”), even further improvements are possible. As in Figure 3.7, each subgroup of bars represents a specific version of an application, and for all six versions of bzip2 the C-Cores performance is identical.
3.7.3 System Efficiency

Figure 3.7 demonstrates that the C-Cores produced by our toolchain, even at a prototype stage of development, can provide large efficiency gains for individual functions. However, there are other components than C-Cores in the system, and portions of each application not executed by C-Cores. These other components have not been optimized by the introduction of C-Cores. As Amdahl’s law indicates, collective improvements are limited by the degree to which an optimization is applicable.

In this section, we evaluate full-application, full-chip C-Core energy efficiency. Figure 3.8 shows the energy (top), energy-delay product (middle), and delay (bottom) for each of the applications. In each group, the first bar measures the performance of the program without using any C-Cores. The second measures performance with the patchable C-Cores described in the previous section. The data show that, at the application level, C-Cores save between 10% and 47% of energy compared to running on a MIPS core, and they reduce EDP by between 1% and 55%. Runtime varies, decreasing by up to 12% and increasing by up to 22%, but only increasing 1% on average.

The benefits for these C-Core-enabled systems are sizable. However, the efficiency improvements from the prototype C-Cores are moderated by two key factors. The first of these is coverage, the fraction of execution spent on C-Cores rather than on the processor. The second is the fact that the remaining parts of the system are largely untuned for use in this context. We examine both below.

Coverage Coverage in our prototype system is largely a function of toolchain maturity, and the results in subsequent chapters will see it improve with additional engineering effort. However, it also reflects certain more fundamental limitations: The amount of coverage that C-Cores can deliver is a function of the applications the system targets, the maturity of the C-Core toolchain in selecting and supporting hot code regions, and the overheads that C-Cores introduce. Absent overheads, Figure 3.2 from Chapter 2 indicated that it should be possible to achieve 90% coverage with a hardware budget covering less than 5000 static instructions per
application for the applications in question. In practice, we have not yet achieved this level of coverage for all applications.

Several limitations of our prototype toolchain prevent us from achieving optimal coverage. One is the cost of transitioning between CPU and C-Core execution. A combined call and return overhead of 317 cycles, as mentioned in section 3.5, is sufficient for most important code regions, but does limit the utility of C-Cores for regions with frequently executed short functions or frequent exceptions. We continue to work on this through improvements to our automated code selection pass, and the associated inlining and outlining subpasses. Another limitation is our lack of support for floating point functions such as `exp` and `sqrt`. For instance, adding better floating point support would allow us to increase the coverage for vpr 4.30 from 27% to 54% improving energy savings.

Improving coverage is a continued effort, and a worthwhile goal. Projecting out to 90% coverage using the efficiencies for the currently covered regions for each benchmark, the “+coverage” bars in Figure 3.8 show our C-Core prototypes would provide energy savings ranging from 40% to 62%, and EDP savings from 18% to 63%. In Chapter 4, we will see improvements in C-Core selection and isolation increase average coverage from 59% to 75%. The same chapter also introduces benchmarks for which more than 90% coverage is achieved. Full application efficiency for these benchmarks is in line with projections.

**Fixed costs** As coverage improves, reducing the energy consumption of the other components in the system becomes more important. For instance, the contribution of the processor to leakage could be greatly reduced by switching to high-$V_t$ transistors. With higher C-Core coverage, this would be quite sensible, as the performance penalties to the processor would only affect small portions of execution (i.e., 10%). This same approach can be applied to the instruction cache and other peripheral components. Shared components still heavily used by C-Cores, however, such as the data cache, could not be as aggressively modified without compromising performance.

The final bar in each group in Figure 3.8 shows projections for the impact of making these changes to the other system components. Rebalancing reduces
the fixed cost overheads of instruction cache and processor leakage at the cost of approximately halving the performance of the software component of execution. Reducing these fixed costs would provide an additional 11% savings in energy and increases the total energy savings to 67% and total EDP savings to 61% on average. While the prerequisite coverage has not yet been achieved, even with the additional contributions described in subsequent chapters, these results indicate that a system rebalancing will eventually be fruitful.

3.8 Summary

As we run up against the utilization wall, reducing energy per operation becomes increasingly important. Conservation cores are a new class of circuits that aim to increase the energy efficiency of mature applications. C-Cores are automatically synthesized from C code and have built in support that allows them to evolve when new versions of the software appear. Data for 18 fully placed-and-routed C-Core prototypes show that they can reduce energy consumption by 10-47% and energy-delay by up to 55%.

In this chapter we have presented our vision for the C-Core life cycle and seen how conservation cores are selected, constructed, and evaluated by our automated toolchain. We have seen how this toolchain makes use of the patching mechanisms from [VSG+10] to extend the lifetime of C-Cores. We have also seen how the decisions made in support of memory ordering and future-proofing affect the performance and energy efficiency of conservation cores. While our prototype C-Cores are significant energy savers, conservative design choices limit opportunities for performance optimization.

In the next chapter, we will look at extending and transforming our prototype C-Cores, which save energy, into C-Cores that both save energy and improve performance. In designing these new, accelerating C-Cores, we will retain all of the automation of the toolchain described in this chapter. We will, however, revisit those areas that presented performance and efficiency stumbling blocks for our prototype C-Cores. In particular, we will focus on how to preserve memory ordering
in a datagraph execution engine and how to select which datapath elements are worth future-proofing.
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Chapter 4

From Conservation to Acceleration

In Chapter 3 we introduced conservation cores and the toolchain that selects and produces them. Although our prototype C-Cores increased application energy-efficiency for arbitrary C programs by up to $2.1 \times$, there were no substantial gains in performance. Many computing domains demand performance as well as energy efficiency. For instance, cell phones, e-book readers, media players, and other emerging computing platforms have driven demand for mobile application processors that deliver both energy efficiency and high performance for a core set of applications. These applications have increasingly larger sections of performance-critical, irregular code. While conventional accelerator techniques offer large returns on both power and performance, they only apply to computations with ample parallelism and predictable memory access patterns. C-Cores already improve energy efficiency for irregular code. Our goal, therefore, is to improve C-Core performance for irregular code regions without sacrificing energy efficiency.

This chapter describes a set of improvements to the C-Core architecture that improve both performance and energy efficiency. While the focus of this chapter is on performance, the goal of conservation cores remains reduction of energy and energy-delay product. Thus, we focus only on performance improving techniques that are neutral or beneficial to EDP. For clarity of exposition, we will refer to these improved C-Cores as Improved Conservation Cores, or ICCs, to differentiate...
between our prototype and optimized C-Cores. ICCs provide the same system interface as our prototype C-Cores, but differ in internal pipeline organization, memory ordering implementation, and reconfigurability mechanisms.

These new C-Cores improve significantly on prototype C-Core energy efficiency and performance by leveraging two architectural techniques. The first is a new pipelining technique called pipeline splitting, or pipesplitting, that allows the memory system clock to run much faster than the datapath clock. This split saves power in the datapath and improves memory performance. We also reduce the power and area costs, relative to our prototype C-Cores, of the reconfigurability that allows C-Cores to adapt to changes in the software they target. Below, we describe each of these features and highlight the unique challenges of accelerating irregular code.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 develops and explains the pipesplitting technique at the heart of ICC performance and efficiency. Section 4.2 presents our evaluation of pipesplitting. Finally, Section 4.3 summarizes the benefits of our C-Core redesign over both a baseline MIPS processor and our C-Core prototypes.

The remainder of this dissertation builds on the new C-Core design presented in this chapter. Further improvements to C-Cores, in the form of customized, distributed L0 caches embedded in the datapath called cachelets are explored in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 examines the challenges of operation scheduling in the face of pipesplitting and cachelets.

4.1 Pipeline splitting

Our redesigned C-Cores bridge the gap between the disparate requirements of memory and datapath using a novel pipelining scheme called pipeline splitting, or pipesplitting. Pipesplitting allows memory to run at a much higher clock frequency than the datapath. The fast clock effectively replicates the memory interface in time by exploiting pipeline parallelism. Meanwhile, the datapath runs at a slower clock rate, saving power and leveraging ILP by replicating computation
resources in space. With pipesplitting, we execute faster and consume less energy than a general-purpose processor or our prototype C-Cores. Pipesplitting improves performance by enabling memory pipelining and exploiting ILP in the datapath. Pipesplitting reduces static and dynamic power because smaller, slower gates can be used in the datapath, and fewer pipeline registers are required. Whenever a C-Core is stalled waiting for memory, the datapath values will settle, reducing transistor switching energy.

Under pipesplitting, datapath operators are organized according to the basic blocks in a program’s CFG, and one basic block executes for each pulse of the slow clock. The execution of a basic block begins with a slow clock pulse from the control unit. The pulse latches live-out data values from the previous basic block and applies them as live-ins to the current block. The next pulse of the slow clock, which will trigger the execution of the next basic block, will not occur until the entire basic block is complete. Different basic blocks operate at different slow clocks.

For each basic block, there is one control state, and each state contains multiple substates called fast states. A fast state corresponds to one cycle of the faster memory/system clock. The number of fast states in a given control state is based on the number of memory operations in the block and an estimate of the latency of the datapath operators. During the execution of the basic block, the control unit passes through fast states in order. Some fast states are associated with memory operations. These occur in pairs, one fast state for the request and another associated with the response. For the former, the ICC sends out a load or store request to the memory hierarchy. The ICC also includes a register to receive the result of loads. Unlike the registers between basic blocks, these registers latch values on fast clock edges. These are the only registers within a basic block. The ICC remains in a fast state associated with a memory response until the corresponding memory operation completes.

Figure 4.1 illustrates pipesplitting over one basic block. C source code for the original program is shown at top, and underneath that a timing diagram, control flow graph (CFG) and datapath for the implementation of that code. The
C code:  
```c
for (i=0; i<N; i++) {
    x = A[i];
    y = B[i];
    C[x] = D[y] + x + y + (x-1)*(y-1);
}
```

Figure 4.1: Example datapath and timing diagram demonstrating pipesplitting. We show C source above a timing diagram, control flow graph, and datapath implementing that code. Under pipesplitting, non-memory datapath operators chain freely within a basic block, while memory operators and associated receive registers align to fast clock boundaries. The datapath contains arithmetic operators and load/store units for individual operations from the original program. The timing diagram shows how the datapath logic can take multiple fast cycles to settle while an ICC makes multiple memory requests.
datapath contains arithmetic operators and load/store units for individual operations from the original program. The timing diagram shows how the datapath logic can take multiple fast cycles to settle while an ICC makes multiple memory requests. The figure demonstrates how pipesplitting saves energy and improves performance. In a traditional pipeline, the registers at fast clock boundaries would latch all the live values in the basic block. Pipesplitting eliminates most of those registers, saving area and reducing clock energy. Eliminating registers also allows for more flexible scheduling of operations and removes the set-up, hold-time, and propagation delays that registers introduce. For the applications we examined, datapath register count was reduced, on average, by 20% relative to the prototype C-Cores.

4.1.1 Fast clock aligned operations

While most operations are only constrained by the slow clock, memory accesses and other long-latency operations must be scheduled with respect to the fast clock.

Pipelined memory operations. ICCs enforce the memory ordering semantics that imperative programming languages require. ICCs require in-order completion of memory requests to reduce complexity and save power, but they also pipeline the interface to support memory parallelism and improve performance.

Every load and store occurs in two steps: request and response. A request consists of an address and, for stores, the value to be stored. When the datapath generates a new request, the ICC sends it to the memory hierarchy and continues performing other operations in parallel. In the response step, the control unit will wait if necessary for the load value or store confirmation. Load values are saved in fast-clock registers for use by the dependent operators in the datapath. By splitting memory accesses into two phases, an ICC can initiate up to one memory request (load or store) and receive up to one memory response (load value or store confirmation) on every cycle. Memory operations complete in order, but multiple outstanding requests can be in flight at any time.
Splitting memory operations and pipelining them gives ICCs advantages over our prototype C-Cores. Our prototype C-Cores had no smaller control subdivision than a basic-block control state. This precluded having multiple potentially blocking operations within the same basic block. As a result, our prototype C-Cores completely serialized memory accesses, whereas ICCs can issue memory operations in back to back cycles. This reduces the fragility of ICC performance with respect to changes in memory latency. Similarly, by splitting memory operations into two phases, ICCs move the stall points further back in the datagraph. This allows more independent operations to be scheduled alongside a memory access.

**Long-latency operations** Some non-memory operations, such as integer division and floating point operations, also have a long and/or variable latency. ICCs handle these long-latency operations just like memory requests: They wait in a specific fast state for a valid signal from the corresponding functional unit.

### 4.1.2 Pipesplitting implementation

Pipesplitting relies on a fast clock for memory and a different slow clock for the datapath of each basic block. The fast clock operates at the system frequency of 1.5 GHz. Due to variable-latency operations, such as cache accesses, the slow clocks are aperiodic. The slow clock edges correspond to progress through particular sets of fast states rather than fixed durations in time. The slow clock signals come from the ICC’s control unit, which tracks the flow of execution through the ICC.

To determine how many fast states a control state will contain, an operation scheduler calculates a minimum execution time for the block, in number of fast clock cycles. This number is the maximum of the number of memory operations in the block and the critical path through the block divided by the fast clock period. For this calculation, the tool chain assumes that all memory operations will hit in the L1 cache.

Many signals in the basic block can safely take the entire minimum execution time to propagate through the block. However, the inputs to memory operations need to propagate more quickly because they must be ready on fast
clock boundaries. For instance, in Figure 4.1, the path from input \( i \) through the increment and compare can take up to eight fast clock cycles. Meanwhile, the path from \( B \) to the first load must complete in a single cycle. Similarly, the result of the third load has just 2 cycles to propagate to the store in the last fast state. Our toolchain enumerates all of these multi-cycle constraints and passes them to the synthesis toolchain which enforces them.

As the benefits of pipesplitting are sensitive to the accuracy of these multi-cycle constraints, proper operation scheduling is important. To achieve maximum performance, the ICC scheduler must accurately estimate the number of fast states required for the critical path through each basic block. For simplicity, we schedule assuming cache hits. The scheduler must also assign memory operations, especially loads, to the earliest fast states in which their inputs will be ready. If the scheduler is too conservative, the ICC will waste time in unnecessary fast cycles, resulting in slower performance. On the other hand, if the scheduler is too aggressive, the back-end CAD tools will not be able to meet timing requirements. This will cause the ICC to run at a slower clock frequency than the system clock. Chapter 6 discusses ICC scheduling in more detail.

4.1.3 Reducing patching overheads

In order to remain useful across software versions, application-specific hardware must be able to adapt to changes in the code it supports. ICCs adapt to software changes by using improved versions of the patching mechanisms introduced in [VSG+10]. Analysis of the programs in Table 4.1 showed opportunities to reduce patching overheads, especially in terms of the size of registers used to hold constant values: In our workloads, 87% of all compile-time constants can be represented by 8 or fewer bits. Thus, we can use smaller configurable registers to represent most constants with little risk of reducing generality. Bitwidth analysis of constants and improved heuristics for when to deploy configurable ALUs in lieu of fixed-function logic allow us to reduce patching area and energy overheads in ICCs by 43% and 70%, respectively, without significantly impacting the ability of ICCs to adapt to software changes. Size reductions for configurable constant
registers account for 77% of the savings.

4.2 Evaluating pipesplitting

In this section we describe the workloads to which we apply ICCs and evaluate the impact of pipesplitting on ICC efficiency, performance, and energy-delay product. We show how redesigning C-Cores around pipesplitting gives ICCs performance and efficiency advantages over our initial C-Core design.

4.2.1 Methodology

We constructed and evaluated ICCs by extending the toolchain described in section 3.6. The basic toolchain is augmented with multi-cycle constraints and a pipesplitting-aware scheduler. We also further refine our model for interconnect delay to and from the shared L1 cache. These refinements lead us to model a three-cycle load-use latency for MIPS, our prototype C-Cores, and ICCs in this and following chapters.

We derive processor and clock power values for other system components from specifications for a MIPS 24KE processor in a TSMC 45 nm process [MIP10] and component ratios for Raw reported in [KTMW03]. We assume a MIPS core frequency of 1.5 GHz with 0.10 mW/MHz for CPU operation. We use CACTI 5.3 [TMAJ08] for I- and D-cache power.

Table 4.1 describes the 9 applications for which we have created ICCs. The applications are a superset of those examined in Chapter 3. However, our C-Core selection toolchain has matured and we examine only one version of each application. Thus, the number and selection of code regions transformed into C-Cores is not identical to that in Chapter 3. For comparison, we produce both prototype C-Cores and improved C-Cores for each selected code region.
**Table 4.1: ICC Workloads** We built 19 ICCs running at 1.5GHz for 9 irregular applications, covering the majority of execution. Patching optimizations significantly reduce area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bzip2 [SPE00]</td>
<td>Data compression algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cjpeg [Gro]</td>
<td>JPEG image compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>djpeg [Gro]</td>
<td>JPEG image decompression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf [SPE00]</td>
<td>Single-depot vehicle scheduling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radix [WOT+95]</td>
<td>Sorting algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sat solver [TH04]</td>
<td>Stochastic local search SAT solver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twolf [SPE00]</td>
<td>Placement &amp; connection of transistors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viterbi [Emb]</td>
<td>Convolutional code decoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vpr [SPE00]</td>
<td>Place and route algorithm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>ICC count</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Average Slow-clock MHz</th>
<th>Area (ICC) (mm^2)</th>
<th>Area (+Patch Opt.) (mm^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bzip2 [SPE00]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>366.74</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cjpeg [Gro]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>116.73</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>djpeg [Gro]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>85.32</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf [SPE00]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>302.41</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radix [WOT+95]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>120.38</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sat solver [TH04]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>215.20</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twolf [SPE00]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>252.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viterbi [Emb]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>259.07</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vpr [SPE00]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>684.93</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.2: **ICC performance and efficiency** Pipesplitting allows the baseline ICC design to achieve lower latency (middle), and energy usage (bottom) compared to prototype C-Cores, resulting in significantly better energy-delay (top). Optimizing patching support decreases energy while maintaining performance and longevity.
Figure 4.3: Application performance and efficiency with ICCs

Application latency (middle), energy (bottom), and energy-delay (top) improvements from using ICCs can be large, with latency reductions of up to 35% and average EDP reductions of nearly 2x. The benefits of ICCs increase with application coverage.
4.2.2 ICC performance and EDP

We first evaluate pipesplitting and its associated scheduling and logic optimizations. Figure 4.2 shows energy-delay product (EDP), and its two components (execution time and energy), for the portions of the applications executed on ICCs. Results are presented normalized to the baseline single-issue low-power MIPS processor executing the same function. In addition to the baseline ICC design, we also present numbers for our prototype C-Cores and an ICC with reduced patchability overheads(+Patch Opt.).

While the C-Core prototypes have substantially lower EDP than the MIPS core, this remains a consequence of energy reduction, not performance. On average, the C-Core prototypes are actually slower than the MIPS core. The performance results differ from those in the previous chapter due to refinements in modeling interconnect delay to and from the shared L1 and changes to our C-Core selection stage.

The ICCs not only outperform both the MIPS baseline and prototype C-Cores, but they are substantially more energy-efficient than prototype C-Cores. On average, the ICC baseline has a speedup of 1.27 relative to MIPS and 1.47 relative to prototype C-Cores. The baseline ICCs reduce energy for covered execution by 78% over MIPS and by 33% over prototype C-Cores. ICCs with improved patching reduce energy by an additional 3%. We will use +Patch Opt. as the baseline ICC design for examining cachelets and scheduling in Chapters 5 and 6. The benefits of ICCs for non-memory energy are even larger: Total energy expended in the memory system is very similar among MIPS, prototype C-Cores and ICCs. Energy expended in the memory system accounts for more than half of total ICC energy.

Figure 4.3 shows how ICC performance and efficiency gains are translated to the application level, where ICCs offer an average EDP improvement of 51%. ICC calling overhead is shown to be a small fraction of total execution time, except in twolf, SATsolve, and vpr. Coverage is incomplete for several benchmarks, and thus application level speedups are notably lower than isolated speedups. For the two kernels, radix and viterbi, coverage is nearly complete, and energy savings are substantial. Even for benchmarks with more than 90% coverage, energy spent
running on the CPU is greater than that spent on running on the C-Core. While coverage is similar for both viterbi and radix, EDP savings are much greater for viterbi than for radix because of lower speedup. Further exploration of the ICC memory system in Chapter 5 will show how this, and other differences in speedup, are heavily influenced by application memory characteristics.

4.3 Summary

In redesigning the C-Core pipeline around the disparate needs of the memory interface and datapath logic, we have moved from just reducing energy to reducing execution time as well. Through pipeline splitting, ICCs improve on prototype C-Cores in both performance and efficiency. Likewise, more targeted flexibility in patching reduces overheads for little loss in utility. With these combined facilities, ICCs reduce average EDP by 6.6× for covered code, and by 54% at the application level. ICCs, unlike prototype C-Cores, provide an average speedup for covered code of 1.27× over a baseline MIPS processor.

However, for C-Cores to achieve their full potential, we must pay special attention to further optimizing memory operations, which are common, high-latency operations and frequently on the critical path. While the pipelined nature of the ICC memory interface improves throughput over that of prototype C-Cores, load-use latency remains the same. In the next chapter, we explore augmenting ICCs with cachelets, a mechanism for reducing common case memory access time that can improve performance even further.
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Chapter 5

Cachelets

Pipesplitting improves efficiency for non-memory operations and increases memory throughput via pipelined memory access. However, pipesplitting alone does not reduce load-use latency. Excluding L1 misses, load-use latency is the largest single component of the critical path for a baseline ICC. We will show how ICCs can reduce this cost by providing select groups of communicating static memory operations very fast (sub-cycle load-use), tiny, specialized caches called cachelets. Cachelets reduce average memory delay by eliding accesses to the L1. They are especially useful for increasing the performance of dependent sequences of memory operations.

Memory latency is a critical component of execution time for irregular codes. The data for the baseline ICCs show that load-use latency, and equivalently, L1 hit time, in an ICC is a limiting factor for its performance. On average, L1 cache hits account for 30.8% of total time on the dynamic critical execution path for a baseline ICC.

In conventional processors, all loads and stores go to a single cache since as all load and store instructions execute on a small set of load/store functional units. In contrast, ICCs can optimize individual load and store operations independently, as each static memory operation has its own associated hardware. A cachelet serves a fixed subset of these operations, all of whose accesses go through the cachelet, and an ICC may have several cachelets.

In this chapter, we explore augmenting ICCs with cachelets to reduce mem-
ory latency. Cachelets contain one to four cache lines and are tightly integrated into the ICC data path. Lines in a cachelet are backed by an inclusive L1 and are fully coherent. Operations that have not been statically mapped to a cachelet communicate directly with the L1.

In the remainder of this chapter, we describe the cachelet architecture and evaluate ICCs augmented with cachelets. We will show that adding cachelets to ICCs significantly improves performance and also improves EDP. Section 5.1 provides an overview of the cachelet architecture and differentiates cachelets from an L0. Then, sections 5.2 and 5.3 present a simple solution for cachelet coherence and discuss mechanisms for cachelet selection. In section 5.4, we evaluate two cachelet selection strategies relative to unaugmented ICCs. We also compare against the limit case of an ICC whose L1 has the same access latency as a cachelet. Finally, section 5.5 summarizes the benefits of adding cachelets to ICCs.
Cachelet architecture overview

The ICCs presented in Chapter 4 have a 3-cycle load-use latency to the L1, as does the MIPS processor used as a baseline throughout this dissertation. Our synthesis results show cachlet hit time to be half a memory clock cycle, reducing common case memory latency by 83%. This low latency is due to datapath integration and the small size of cachelets.

Cachelets offer physical locality, as they are closer to the datapath and separated by fewer layers of logic than the shared L1 interface. Cachelets also provide specialization for access streams. Each cachelet is associated with a particular disjoint subset of the static memory operators, allowing independent optimization of each operator or group of operators. The cachelet approach also allows memory instructions that do not benefit from cachelets to communicate directly with the L1. Operators whose access streams have poor spatial and temporal locality would quickly pollute a 1-4 line cachelet. The partitioning of cachelets by operator helps protect more cache-friendly regions of code from poor performers.

Figure 5.1 shows how an ICC with cachelets communicates with the L1 cache and shows the internal structure of a cachelet. In the figure, two commun-
cating memory operations share a single, one-line cachelet, while a third accesses the L1. Internally, cachelets share many similarities with small full-scale caches, such as tags, comparators, and word select muxes, but they use latches rather than SRAMs to store data.

5.1.1 Cachelets vs. L0

In an ICC-enabled system, the L1 is shared, and the addition of an additional private level to the cache hierarchy may not seem immediately novel. However, the cachelet approach is quite different from simply adding a private L0 to each ICC. The two key differences are the tight integration of cachelets into the datapath and the use of multiple cachelets for each ICC.

In the C-Core architecture there is a path from every memory operation to a single external memory interface, which is time multiplexed. These paths to memory often lie on the critical timing paths in an ICC circuit. Accessing an L0 cache placed after the multiplexing of paths to memory is negligibly closer than accessing an L0 cache external to the ICC. Thus, in an ICC with dozens or even hundreds of memory operations, the L0 is still somewhat distant from source and dependent datapath operators. For small L0s, this means that the latency in getting to and from the L0 will be on par with accessing the L0 itself. As the primary motivation for adding this additional level of the memory hierarchy is reducing latency, this is not an optimal solution.

Cachelets, on the other hand, are associated with small, disjoint subsets of the static memory operators. They are built as part of the datapath, rather than as external entities. This allows ICCs to exploit the low access time cachelets provide without having to pay the transit costs of generalized access. Just as the operators in the datapath provide specialization for computation, cachelets provide specialization for locality of access not provided by a single L0.

Mapping disjoint sets of operators to different cachelets comes with its own challenges. Traditional coherence strategies presume a single cache at the closest level of the memory hierarchy, and are thus not directly applicable. Moreover, the choice of which operators map to a cachelet can have profound effects on its utility.
In the following sections, we present a simple coherence protocol for cachelets and explore alternatives for deciding what types of cachelets to instantiate.

### 5.2 Coherence

The ICC execution model requires a coherent memory system, so the coherence protocol must extend to cachelets. Making each cachelet a full-fledged cache from the protocol’s perspective is not practical: The coherence controller and state machines for the cachelet would be much larger than the cachelet itself.

To provide cachelet coherence at minimal cost, we allow cachelets to “check out” cache lines from the shared L1 cache. To check out a cache line, the cachelet issues a fill request to the L1 cache. The L1 acquires exclusive access to the line and returns its contents to the cachelet. The cachelet now has exclusive access to the line. If another cachelet, the general-purpose core, or another processor in the system attempts to access that line, the L1 detects this and forcibly reclaims the line from the cachelet.

To perform a reclamation, the L1 freezes the ICC to prevent concurrent updates to the cachelet. It then copies the cachelet’s contents back into the L1, invalidates the line in the cachelet, and completes the coherence request. The ICC can then continue execution, potentially re-acquiring the line if it needs it again.

The eviction process is a heavy-weight operation requiring halting ICC execution. We minimize this cost through profiling and careful assignment of cachelets to memory operations. Additionally, when an ICC finishes executing, the ICC implements a cachelet flush mechanism that writes back the contents of all dirty cachelets in the ICC and invalidates all lines in cachelets.

### 5.3 Cachelet selection

Judicious selection of which static memory operations to provide cachelets for is essential for good performance. Including too many cachelets negatively impacts ICC area requirements without significantly improving performance, whereas
including too few limits performance gains. Likewise, we must avoid operation
to-cachelet mappings that would result in poor hit rates or frequent coherence
traffic.

We have developed two strategies for selecting which cachelets to instan-
tiate. The first strategy, called “private,” performs an LRU-stack-based \cite{BK75}
cache simulation in which every memory operation has a dedicated cache. The
simulation reveals how many lines the cachelet needs in order to significantly re-
duce the miss rate for that operation. The simulation includes coherence misses, so
operations that share data with other memory operations are unlikely to receive a
cachelet. The “private” strategy includes a cachelet if it would require fewer than
4 lines, and would have a hit rate of at least 66%.

The second strategy, called “shared,” analyzes the communication patterns
and assigns a shared cachelet to communicating sets of memory operations. It
forms transitive closures of communication operations within an ICC: It partitions
operations into sets such that, during an invocation of an ICC, no operation in
one set accesses any line of memory accessed by any operation in another set. It
uses the same LRU-stack analysis as in “private” to determine whether to include
a cachelet and how big it should be.

5.4 Results

In this section, we discuss our infrastructure for selecting and modeling
cachelets and evaluate the impact of cachelets on performance and EDP.

5.4.1 Methodology

Our evaluation of cachelets builds on the infrastructure used to produce the
ICCs presented in Chapter 4. Several modifications are made to the C-to-Verilog
stage of the toolchain which contains the operation scheduler. The pipesplitting-
aware scheduler is extended to also be a cachlet-aware scheduler. We introduce
new post-simulation profiling tools to perform cachelet selection and a feedback
loop from profiling to rescheduling. We also employ a trace driven performance
estimator for cachelets.

We derive processor and clock power values for other system components from specifications for a MIPS 24KE processor in a TSMC 45 nm process [MIP10] and component ratios for Raw reported in [KTMW03]. We assume a MIPS core frequency of 1.5 GHz with 0.10 mW/MHz for CPU operation. We use CACTI 5.3 [TMAJ08] for I- and D-cache power. We use the “+Patch Opt.” ICC variant with optimized constant widths and degeneralized datapath operators as our baseline ICC. We use the same workloads examined in Chapter 4.

We model cachelets as arrays of latches and use values from measurements of arrays synthesized in our ASIC tool flow for cachelet area and energy. We extend existing ICC generation tools to output fine-grained scheduling information and address tracing to feed to our cachelet selection and evaluation tools.

Our tools perform cachelet selection based on annotated address traces from ICC simulation. The traces carry annotations indicating source operations and intra-block operation ordering. Cachelet selection information is then sent back to earlier stages of the ICC toolchain to generate new, cachelet-aware schedules. Our cachelet performance estimator reorders and then replays traces according to these new schedules to model cachelet-augmented ICC performance and energy.

5.4.2 Evaluating Cachelets

Using the two strategies described in section 5.3, we modeled the effects of adding cachelets to each of the ICCs. On average, each ICC included 8.4 cachelets for the “private” selection strategy, and 6.2 for “shared”. In the “shared” case, each cachelet served an average of 10.3 memory operations. No single ICC utilized more than 28 total lines of cache across its cachelets, and on average used fewer than 16 total lines. Area overheads over the baseline ICC for the “private” and “shared” selection strategies are 13.4% and 16.8%, respectively.

Figure 5.2 shows the impact of cachelets on ICC performance (top), application performance (middle), and application EDP (bottom). The first bar in each series depicts a baseline ICC without cachelets (the “+Patch Opt.” bar from Figures 4.2 and 4.3), and the second and third bars present the “private” and
Figure 5.2: Cachelet performance and efficiency. The addition of cachelets greatly reduces latency and further improves EDP.
“shared” strategies, respectively. The fourth bar shows results for a limit study for cachelet benefits assuming a 0.5-cycle, 32-KB L1. This models the potential of having our entire L1 cache accessible with cachelet latency. This is unattainable, as access time for a cache of this size is larger than 0.5 cycles even in the absence of interconnect delay. Both the “private” and “shared” cachelet approaches offer performance benefits, but the “private” strategy covers fewer critical memory operations, due to frequent communication between memory operations. The “shared” strategy realizes much more of the potential that the limit study demonstrates.

Adding cachelets to the baseline ICC design reduces latency by 13%, application latency by 10%, and application EDP by 6% in addition to the gains from the baseline ICC over the MIPS core.

5.5 Summary

Cachelets provide significant latency reductions for several benchmarks. While they do not, in general, provide sufficient temporal re-use that they improve per-access energy, they still improve EDP. The ICCs in Chapter 4 provided average speedups of $1.27\times$ and $1.17\times$ over our baseline MIPS processor for covered code and applications, respectively. ICCs augmented with cachelets provide an average speedup of $1.5\times$ for covered code and $1.33\times$ for applications. They also provide improvements for covered code of $6.9\times$ in EDP. At the application level, this translates to an average application EDP reduction of 57%.

As we will see in the next chapter, the introduction of cachelets changes scheduling as well as performance. This, and other scheduling artifacts, approaches and decisions are much more important for ICCs than for C-Core prototypes due simply to the greater size of scheduling windows provided through pipesplitting. In the following chapter, we examine the properties of automatically generated hardware and explore scheduling in detail.
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Chapter 6

Conservation Core Structure and Scheduling

In the previous chapter, we added cachelets, an entirely new hardware element, to our C-Cores. Cachelets and our modifications to patching support directly altered the hardware we use to build C-Cores. However, the introduction of new mechanisms is not the only source of hardware changes in C-Cores. Both pipesplitting and cachelets also produced more subtle effects, changing the amount of parallelism exposed to the scheduler. In this chapter, we discuss operation scheduling for conservation cores and analyze the hardware our automated synthesis toolchain produces.

Our toolchain produces hardware that varies in makeup both within and between applications. However, our use of basic blocks as the fundamental scheduling unit remains constant across all C-Cores. This choice, along with the stylized nature of automated synthesis, produces some common trends within these scheduling blocks. Understanding these trends and how they affect operation scheduling is important for understanding C-Core performance.

6.1 Scheduling for C-Cores

Our initial C-Core prototypes partitioned basic blocks to isolate memory operations. Therefore, there were few operations per state and the first generation
of C-Cores were not particularly sensitive to scheduling decisions. For these initial C-Core prototypes, we used a single mean operation latency to schedule all low-latency operations. Operations were scheduled in the order they appeared in the intermediate SSA representation. For ICCs, we require a more considered approach to scheduling.

ICCs have larger datagraphs to schedule than our prototype C-Cores, and are also sensitive to the accuracy of latency estimations. This sensitivity stems from the implementation of the aperiodic slow clocks via multi-cycle constraints. The ICC scheduler must accurately estimate the number of fast states required for the critical path through each basic block and assign memory operations to fast states in which their inputs will be ready. Inaccurate latency estimations will not affect functional correctness, but can cause an ICC’s fast clock paths to not meet timing. As we designed ICCs around the memory interface, an ICC that fails to meet timing requirements fails to uphold the interface contract.

Many approaches to generating specialized hardware, such as [CHM08, FKDM09, YGBT09] rely on modulo scheduling of loops. Many techniques for performing modulo scheduling exist ([CLG02] surveys several of them), but they all share certain similarities. Modulo scheduling aims to produce a schedule such that when the operations in the schedule are repeated at fixed interval, there are no resource conflicts. Modulo scheduling is difficult to apply to code outside of loops, or to loops with control and data dependent resource usage. Modulo scheduling is not an ideal match for a cached memory interface and the irregular codes targeted by conservation cores. Such codes run counter to its preferences for regular control flow and memory timing. Similarly, pipesplitting does not allow concurrent executions of the same basic block. As a consequence of the utilization wall, the relative cost of area is lower, and hardware re-use is less important than the energy savings of hardware specialization. For conservation cores, we therefore focus on scheduling within the context of a single basic block.

Our approach to scheduling for ICCs takes into account both widely varying operator latencies and the impact of bit level parallelism. Individual operations can range in latency from 10 ps for a NAND to over 1000 ps for a multiply. Bit-
level parallelism in back-to-back operations can result in a shorter latency than the sum of the individual latencies.

As an example of this, consider a multiply followed by an add. This is a common composite operation, known as multiply-accumulate, or MAC. At 45 nm, a single 32-bit add takes approximately 0.31 ns, and a single 32-bit multiply takes 1.12 ns, resulting in a naïve estimate of 1.43 ns for the combined operation. However, after CAD tool optimizations the chained multiply-plus-add operation takes only 1.14 ns, a savings of 20%. We approximate the effects of bit-level parallelism for scheduling via a lookup table of all sequences of two chained operators.

ICC scheduling operates on one basic block at a time, and performs two scheduling passes. The first pass schedules operations on an idealized hardware target with an arbitrarily wide memory interface and an unbounded number of functional units. In both the first and second pass, the scheduler may reorder loads with respect to other loads, but does not speculatively move loads before stores. We use the first pass to assign priorities to operations for the next pass. The scheduler computes priorities based upon the estimated aggregate operator latency between an operation and its latest finishing descendant operation. The second pass schedules operations given C-Core resource constraints. The scheduler imposes a limit of at most one memory request or other fast-cycle aligned operation per fast-cycle, and enforces alignment restrictions on operator inputs and outputs. This pass uses a priority list scheduler. Among mutually schedulable operations, the priority value from the previous pass determines which operation is scheduled first.

Figure 6.1 depicts a representation of the schedule for a single basic block in bzip2. Markers along the left hand side indicate fast-state boundaries, and each operation is annotated with an estimated latency. We show a subset of definite and possible dependencies with arcs connecting the critical scheduling path for each operation. A color code denotes operations categories: Loads are blue, stores are green, control operations are orange, and all others are beige. Memory operations are split-phase, and the request and receive phases are shown as distinct operations. In the pre-cachelet schedule, a fast-cycle aligned “Wait
Figure 6.1: **Schedule for a basic block** Operations are shown annotated with estimated latency. Arcs are depicted showing the critical scheduling path for each operation.
State” dummy operation separates these operations to account for cache delay. We schedule address computations separately from the associated load or store, and thus we mark them as general operations, rather than memory operations.

Figure 6.1 is representative of many of the block schedules produced by our tool. Common trends include memory operations dominating the critical path through the basic block, operations spanning fast cycles, and operator chaining influencing estimated latency. As an example of the latter two, the scheduler estimates the add operation following the lsl (left-shift-logical) operation to have a lower marginal latency than similar operations dependent on values from previous blocks. This same operation also spans the first two fast-cycles. Another item of interest is that the control operation resolves more quickly than the critical path. While C-Cores cannot currently exploit inter-block parallelism, the presence of such cases indicates a potential for further optimizations.

6.1.1 Alignment

One source of additional overhead in C-Core schedules is fast-cycle alignment. Each slow-cycle must be an integer number of fast-cycles. ICCs therefore lose some potential performance due to the granularity of scheduling. A larger portion of alignment overhead is due to memory operations. Memory operations not mapped to cachelets have alignment restrictions on their address generation and, for stores, value stability. These signals must be ready a fixed time before the end of the cycle so that as to registers external to the C-Core can latch them. Failure to meet alignment restrictions delays a memory operation until the next fast-cycle in the schedule.

6.1.2 Rescheduling for cachelets

With the introduction of cachelets, scheduling for an ICC becomes an iterative process. Cachelet selection requires a profiling run, which in turn requires an initial schedule. Once the profiling run completes, the cachelet selection data feeds back into the scheduler. The scheduler assumes a cachelet hit time for those
Figure 6.2: **Schedule for a basic block with cachelets** The addition of cachelets requires rescheduling under the assumption that cachelet accesses will be hits.
operations mapped to cachelets, and schedules unmapped operations assuming L1 hit times. This asymmetry between memory operation hit times can change which path through a basic block the scheduler estimates as the longest path in an idealized schedule. Thus, the introduction of cachelets can cause the reordering of independent loads relative to the pre-cachelet schedule. Figure 6.2 shows the schedule for the same basic block as Figure 6.1 after rescheduling for the addition of cachelets.

Intriguingly, the main benefit of cachelets, their low access latency, poses an interesting tension for the scheduler. Cachelet accesses, being sub-cycle, cannot overlap with other memory accesses in the default ICC architecture. Overall, cachelets benefit the schedule by reducing critical path latency. As seen in Chapter 5, this increases performance. However, the sub-cycle nature of cachelet access does not fit easily into the pipelined memory access scheme. The stall point of a cachelet receive is necessarily very close to the request point. In order to preserve the property of in-order memory completion, cachelet schedules cannot contain overlapping cachelet and direct L1 accesses. This limits the application of cachelets to operations with very high hit rates, as the scheduler can find very little work to overlap with cachelet access.

6.2 Analysis

In this section we examine the outcomes and limitations of current C-Core scheduling. The schedules for C-Cores reflect the irregular nature of their source code regions. To preserve hardware longevity, we also preserve software form. Irregular codes are characterized by frequent control decisions. These frequent control decisions produce a small average block size. The execution model for C-Cores is basic block oriented. Therefore, the average block size is a limitation on the ability of our scheduler, or any other intra-block scheduler, to expose parallelism.

Table 6.1 highlights key execution and scheduling characteristics of our conservation cores. It shows the number of states, and the dynamic averages of operation count, memory operations, and critical path length across scheduling
Table 6.1: Properties of ICC schedules

For each application, we show the average properties of its C-Cores over execution. The “States” column shows the number of static scheduling states across all C-Cores for that application, and the next three columns show dynamic averages of memory operations per state, estimated critical path latency per state, and operations per state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cjpeg</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>17.20</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>12.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>djpeg</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>24.29</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>17.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radix</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>12.46</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>12.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATsolver</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>8.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twolf</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>5.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viterbi</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>5.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vpr</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

states states. The third column, operations per state, indicates the average size of the instruction window available to the scheduler. For most applications, this window is of limited size.

Small block size limits the ability of the scheduler to expose more distant parallelism. Small block size is also detrimental to the pipelining of memory operations. The pipesplitting model requires all operations within a basic block to complete before the next block begins execution. This has the effect of flushing the memory pipeline after every basic block. While this greatly simplifies flow control, it restricts performance. In particular, allowing memory operations to span basic blocks would allow cross-iteration parallelism in inner loops.

In C-Cores, memory operations and their associated address computations often dominate the critical path through a basic block’s schedule. Blocks with many memory operations are characterized by chains of memory operations on their critical path. These operations are not necessarily data dependent. As our compiler currently provides no static disambiguation support, and our memory interface is single issue and blocking, even independent memory operations produce distinctive schedules. As memory operations are the longest-latency operations we schedule, dependent memory operations produce the longest chains. The block
in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 is an example of a schedule dominated by memory latency. Even with the latency reduction from cachelets, more than half of the raw operator latency on the critical path is through memory and address computation.

Figure 6.3 shows a more extreme example of a memory-constrained path through a block from the application djpeg. The level of detail has been reduced in order to fit in the space provided. This block highlights the distinct natures of the compute and memory resources C-Cores provide. Spatial computation provides plentiful datapath operators and abundant parallel computation in early fast-cycles. However, ICCs replicate memory resources in time, rather than space, and produce schedules with long chains of memory operations with generally decreasing datapath parallelism.

### 6.2.1 Memory and parallelism

From an energy standpoint, memory-constrained blocks are acceptable, as the values produced by operators early in the block will settle. From a performance standpoint, this is less optimal, as it indicates that the memory resource constraints dominate others, hinting at an imbalance in resource allocation. Naïvely increasing the width of the memory interface would likely improve performance, but at the cost of energy-efficiency and complexity. To understand the appropriate memory optimizations to apply, we must view the problem through the lens of automation.

Hand-crafted designs, such as [HQW+10], often benefit from knowledge of detailed program semantics. For an automated approach, it is often difficult to discern the precise semantics of applications and source code constructs from lower level representations. However, constructing conservation cores by hand for arbitrary and changing workloads is not scalable. The automation of this process is key to the success of the C-Core approach. Therefore, any knowledge we rely on regarding memory independence must stem from our toolchain.

Parallel memory access will only be energy efficient when co-scheduled memory operations are very rarely dependent or completely independent. Sometimes this is provable, through pointer analysis. In other cases, profiling can lend strong indications that given operations are independent. Energy efficiency does not pre-
Figure 6.3: **Schedule for a memory-constrained block** This schedule for a block from djpeg shows the key features of memory-constrained blocks. Independent datapath operations cluster in early cycles, while both dependent and independent memory operations sequence their accesses to the memory interface over time.
clude speculative mechanisms, provided they are tuned to speculate only at very high confidence values. In both cases, the compiler infrastructure needed to fully estimate available parallelism is part of ongoing work. The degree of parallelism exposed will determine the aggressiveness of the hardware we will deploy to harness it.

Another key direction of ongoing work is reconsidering our choice of the basic block as our fundamental execution and scheduling unit. Working at the basic block level has allowed us to quickly develop energy-efficient hardware that is readily stylized and easy to reason about. With our current execution model and scheduling infrastructure, we achieve both performance and efficiency, but the above analysis shows that there remains untapped potential. As we have shifted our efforts to improving performance, the basic block has proved a limiting factor. For most C-Cores, the number of states is much greater than the number of loop bodies. This indicates that the basic block may not be the optimal unit for scheduling. Expanding the ability of our scheduler to expose parallelism is a key aspect of our ongoing efforts with conservation cores.

6.3 Future work

Conservation cores offer significant energy efficiency and, with targeted optimizations, improve performance. However, the internal organization of C-Cores can benefit from clever renovation. We have seen this once already with the introduction of pipesplitting. Likewise, the tuning and maturation of the C-Core toolchain is an ongoing process. At the time of the writing of this dissertation, there are several continuing efforts to improve our compilation and scheduling infrastructure to provide even greater performance and efficiency. Below, we briefly discuss near-term goals.

6.3.1 Unrolling

Our datapath uses a form of spatial computation, introducing hardware for every static operator. Loop unrolling will therefore increase the area require-
ments of conservation cores. However, it will also allow cross-iteration optimization within the scope of a single block. While we cannot apply unrolling indefinitely, there is room in our area budget for some degree of unrolling, especially for hot inner loops. Under the utilization wall, trading area for performance is usually a beneficial trade.

Support for unrolling requires changes in only one stage of our toolchain, the OpenImpact compiler. The version of the OpenImpact [Ope] compiler we build our toolchain on does not support loop unrolling in the optimization stages that produce the intermediate representation from which we derive C-Cores. As many previous efforts have studied loop unrolling, implementation is an engineering effort, rather than a research undertaking. Work to implement loop unrolling in our OpenImpact framework is ongoing as of the writing of this dissertation. Should this prove difficult, we are also considering source-level unrolling as part of C-Core selection transformations in LLVM [LA04].

6.3.2 Waves

Another way to use bigger blocks to expose more parallelism is to move from basic blocks to waves [SSM+07]. Waves, single entry, multiple exit CFG subgraphs, are a natural fit for our static-dataflow spatial execution model. The entire body of an inner loop will often be a single wave. Transitioning from basic blocks to waves is compatible with unrolling. Between the two techniques, our scheduler will have access to a greater portion of the inherent ILP in a benchmark.

Supporting waves in C-Cores requires C-Cores to implement some form of predication. The most straightforward support for C-Core predication is actually a non-speculative approach. We can transform comparator signals controlling state transitions into predicate lines that gate the control signals governing external interactions. Both the transformation and selecting the signals from the single valid case are straightforward. Similarly, merge points merely require multiplexed inputs. The chief challenge in moving from basic blocks to waves will be one of energy efficiency. Gating control signals prevents wrong-path execution from affecting the outside world. However, in a C-Core, we must also prevent wrong-
path execution from unnecessarily toggling transistors in order to maintain energy efficiency.

6.3.3 Speculation

Moving to waves, or even hyperblocks, requires support for predication. However, we can apply even more optimizations if C-Cores add support for speculative execution. Given that saving energy is a C-Core design goal, any such speculation should be of a high-confidence variety. One can view cachelets as a form of high-confidence speculative optimization as their selection process is profile driven: Performance and energy efficiency, rather than correctness of execution path, are speculative. Another profile-driven speculative optimization is the integration of profile-derived disambiguation information into scheduling.

We ran an initial study using oracular disambiguation within basic blocks to speculatively hoist loads above stores in pre-cachelet ICC schedules. A few benchmarks, such as djpeg, benefited greatly from this, improving performance by up to 15%. However, most other benchmarks were insensitive, mostly due to the small size of blocks and lack of cross-iteration through-memory dependencies to be elided. Moreover, when we combined disambiguation with cachelets, the marginal benefit was small. The reordering of independent loads via uneven application of cachelets provided much of the benefit of within-block disambiguation. However, once we have implemented unrolling and moved from basic blocks to waves as our basic scheduling unit, we plan on reexamining disambiguation. As seen in Table 6.1, frequently executed blocks in djpeg, which improved with disambiguation, had several memory operations in each block. With waves and unrolling, we expect scheduling blocks to look more like those of djpeg. If the potential performance benefits are high, they may warrant the energy costs associated with an infrequently exercised rollback mechanism.
6.4 Summary

Over the course of this dissertation, we have seen how C-Cores save energy and, properly optimized, improve performance. In this chapter, we have analyzed key limiting factors in current C-Core performance and highlighted avenues for future optimizations. In the following chapter, we compare conservation cores to other approaches for generating specialized hardware. We also discuss how the techniques and mechanisms used to optimize conservation cores relate to other previously proposed techniques and mechanisms.
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Chapter 7

Related Work

In this chapter we place C-Cores and systems containing them within the landscape of other hardware specialization efforts. We compare our goals, methods, and achievements with prior work. We examine these previous efforts from three perspectives: hardware specialization, heterogeneous system design, and the automation of hardware generation. We address each category in turn, and discuss work related to subsidiary techniques and methods.

7.1 Hardware specialization

Customizing hardware for a particular application can provide significant gains to energy or performance. In [HQW+10], the authors develop an ASIC that uses 500× less energy for the HD H.264 encoder than an aggressive out-of-order core. Both ELM [BDBS+08] and the work in [HQW+10] break down the relative energy contributions of I-cache, fetch, decode, register-file access, functional units, D-cache and control for average processor instructions, showing sources of inefficiency in general purpose processor computation. These areas are all targets for removal or reduction via hardware specialization. The energy benefits of C-Cores’ removal of fetch and decode, replacement of register-files with distributed registers and merging basic blocks into complex meta-operations are consistent with their analysis.

Many other specialized hardware systems exist either to improve perfor-
mance, or to reduce energy. Many of these, like Cell [Kah05], IRAM [PAC+97], and EXOCHI [WCC+07], have been designed as domain-specific accelerators. Specialized accelerators are a subject of increasing interest in recent computer architecture research. Recent work has targeted accelerators for computations such as cryptography [WWA01], signal processing [ECF96, GSM+99], vector processing [ADK+04, DLD+03], physical simulation [Age], and computer graphics [nVi, ATI, OLG+05]. Other vendors, such as Phillips [Phi97] and Equator [map01], provide non-configurable but specialized designs for media applications.

Stream processors, such as [ADK+04, DLD+03], focus on localizing communication, and therefore on reducing energy. These processors also provide significant speedups to target applications. However, stream processors require source programs to be formulated as a set of communicating kernels. C-Cores provide energy and performance benefits without stringent limitations on the structure of the source program. C-Cores thus support legacy applications as well as code that is not readily transformed into streaming, vector, or other of the highly parallel forms targeted by traditional accelerator architectures.

The unifying concept in the above designs is the parallelism inherent in their problem domains. In the case of programmable approaches, such as GPUs and physics accelerators, this parallelism is sufficient to hide the limitations of slow individual processing units and loose coupling between the accelerator and the host system. However, while such programmable platforms offer very high performance in their domain, they rely on SIMD parallelism and perform poorly in the face of irregular control flow. Thus, they are a poor match for the irregular codes that C-Cores target.

Many ASIC-like accelerators [CHM08, FKDM09, YGBT09] have focused on using modulo scheduling to exploit regular loop bodies that have ample loop parallelism and easy-to-analyze memory access patterns. VEAL [CHM08] presents a general approach for accelerating highly structured, non-speculative loops by using a combination of static and dynamic techniques to map modulo schedulable loops in native binary code onto a generic loop accelerator. The loop accelerator uses address generators to decouple the fetching of inputs and storing of results.
from loop body computation on a configurable array of functional units. For the limited class of loops covered, VEAL achieves much of the potential speedup of an infinitely wide accelerator while maintaining a small area footprint. The work in [FKDM09] and [YGBT09] design circuits with limited flexibility by incorporating limited programmability, or by merging multiple circuits into one, respectively.

In contrast to many of the above examples, our approach is general, rather than domain-specific. C-Cores differ in that they target the more general class of irregular, hard-to-parallelize computations that are not well-suited to modulo scheduling. We can target any C codebase once it reaches a minimal level of code stability, and our patching mechanisms allow continued utility from C-Core hardware even as codebases change. Additionally, unlike many accelerators, we prioritize energy reduction over performance improvement.

### 7.2 Heterogeneous systems

In order to run entire workloads, specialized hardware is frequently a component of a larger, heterogeneous system. There are many types of heterogeneous systems, ranging from general purpose processors with loosely coupled slave accelerators to single chip solutions directly targeting a specific domain. The C-Core approach designs heterogeneous multi-core processors with an aim of maximizing energy efficiency.

Recent work on single-ISA heterogeneous multi-core processors [KTR+04, KFJ+03, KTJ06, BRUL05, GRSW04, LM05] investigates the power and performance trade-offs for CMPs with non-uniform cores. In [KFJ+03], the authors use phase-transition-driven partitioning to trade 10% of performance for a nearly 50% reduction in power consumption by moving execution between aggressive out-of-order cores and simpler, in-order cores. The work in [KTJ06] performs a design space search over many possible core types and combinations in a four core heterogeneous chip, optimizing for area and power. The authors find that, for optimal designs, no core in such a heterogeneous processor monotonically improves over the other cores included, and that for several power envelopes, most of the potential
benefits are achievable with limited diversity.

The single-ISA approach uses heterogeneity to improve energy efficiency, but it does not leverage hardware specialization. It does not benefit from operator, communication, or control flow optimizations specific to a domain or application. While the presence of out-of-order cores allows for higher peak performance than C-Cores, the single-ISA approach is limited in peak energy savings by the efficiency of the core most closely matching the current computation. The conservation core architecture can deliver larger energy savings, as it reduces system energy by an average of 47% over even a simple, in-order core.

A range of commercial heterogeneous processors and research prototypes are available or have been proposed, including Sony’s Cell [Kah05], IRAM [PAC+97], Merrimac [DLD+03] and Intel’s EXOCHI [WCC+07]. These machines augment a general purpose processor with tightly coupled vector or stream co-processors to accelerate multimedia and other SIMD-rich applications. Approaches for coupling the general and more specialized cores vary. Cell [Kah05] couples a single, simple general purpose core with 8 identical SPE units, each with a private memory, and communicates via DMA transfers over a set of high bandwidth ring buses. EXOCHI [WCC+07], on the other hand, dispatches from an aggressive, out-of-order multi-core processor to an 8-threaded media processor and communicates through shared virtual memory. Meanwhile, loosely coupled heterogeneous systems comprising a general purpose multi-core processor and one or more GPUs have become ubiquitous on the desktop and other markets. Similarly attached specialized accelerators for physics [Age] or signal processing [CSX07] have also appeared in recent years.

These designs have features common to many heterogeneous platforms. They target a specific domain, retain general purpose host cores to run code outside their targeted domain, and require programmer intervention to take advantage of specialized resources. While EXOCHI provides a uniform abstraction for sequencing execution across heterogeneous execution engines, their framework still requires distinct source code for each target piece of hardware. Similarly, programs written for traditional microprocessors require rewriting to take full advantage of Cell’s
SPEs or to run as stream kernels on Merrimac. While language extensions such as CUDA [NBGS08] and streaming frameworks such as Brook [BFH+04] attempt to ease the use of GPUs and other loosely coupled accelerators for “general purpose” computation (GPGPU), such approaches still require source code rewrites and focus on parallel computation.

C-Core-enabled systems also have a host processor, but otherwise differ from the above systems. A fundamental goal of the C-Core approach is that the presence of specialized hardware should be transparent to the programmer. C-Cores, unlike the above systems, require no manual source modifications in order to take advantage of specialized hardware.

Cell, EXOCHI, and IRAM all target vector parallelism in highly structured computations. Each C-Core similarly targets a very specific functionality, but the automated nature of the C-Core toolchain allows us to rapidly design as many C-Cores for as many domains as a given target system requires. While a C-Core enabled system is generated with a particular workload in mind, that workload can span multiple domains. The code regions that become C-Cores within the same system do not have to have internally uniform structure, and need not be similar to each other. C-Cores support both regular and irregular code regions, and are parallelism agnostic.

Previous work has also proposed generalist heterogeneous systems and combining cores that exhibit microarchitectural heterogeneity to improve performance or reduce power consumption on general purpose workloads. Designs such as Chimaera [YMHB00], Tartan [MCC+06], GARP [HW97], PRISC [RS94], and the work in [CBC+05] augment a general-purpose processor with reconfigurable logic. These approaches provide widely varying degrees of code coverage. Chimeara [YMHB00] provides a tightly integrated 9-input 1-output reconfigurable functional unit to accelerate common instruction sequences, and GARP [HW97] uses VLIW software pipelining techniques to implement pipelined versions of loops in an FPGA fabric, while Tartan [MCC+06] aims to map entire programs onto a hierarchical coarse-grained asynchronous fabric.

A reconfigurable ASIP-like approach is presented in [CBC+05], executing
datagraphs on reconfigurable feed-forward hardware. The reconfigurable logic does not, however, support memory access or internal control, limiting the scope of new operators. Other operator customization approaches, such as Tensilica’s Stenos [WKMR01] and OptimoDE [CZF+04], provide configure-once, rather than reconfigurable, specialized datapath operators.

While the C-Core patching mechanism does provide a degree of reconfigurability and associated overheads, the application-specific nature of a C-Core still yields an energy efficiency much closer to an ASIC than to a reconfigurable fabric or co-processor. Depending on the workload, fine-grained reconfigurable fabrics do not always save power compared to efficient in-order cores. Reconfigurable logic does allow for greater potential functionality to be mapped into a smaller silicon area. However, estimates in [MCC+06] showed that mapping entire programs into reconfigurable fabric was not practical without fabric virtualization, adding runtime overheads to reconfiguration. Moreover, under the utilization wall, area restrictions are not as constraining and energy efficiency is more pressing. C-Cores can also target larger regions of code than operator customization approaches, customizing control and communication between basic blocks as well as within them.

7.3 Automatically generated hardware

Specialized hardware delivers the greatest benefits when form, as communication paths, operator selection, or control specialization, most closely follows function. Software tends to contain many distinct patterns of computation, even within a single application [SPC01]. Thus, to maximize benefits, systems targeting diverse computations with specialized hardware must have a high degree of heterogeneity in the specialized hardware they employ. In order to scalably supply specialized hardware for many different software structures within a single design or even across designs requires some degree of design automation.

Previous efforts have attempted to automatically generate optimal architectures for constrained design spaces. Strozek and Brooks [SB06] improve the
energy efficiency for a set of applications in the embedded space by automatically selecting a heterogeneous set of specialized cores from a well-defined design space. The cores are Pareto-optimal for the target workloads. PICO [ARK99] employs a similar approach to VLIW design space exploration, but limits heterogeneity to functional unit number and construction.

Our automated approach admits a much larger range of core designs, but sacrifices formal guarantees of optimality. Both approaches retain many features of general purpose processors, such as instruction fetch and instruction decode. Data from [BDBS+08] show that, even if ISAs improve the encoding of instructions and specialize datapath operators, the process of fetching an instruction and decoding and retrieving its operands from a register file remains a significant energy overhead. Compared to [SB06] and [ARK99], C-Cores benefit from optimizations not available to programmable architectures. C-Cores eliminate instruction fetch for the most frequently executed code regions and employ distributed registers rather than a centralized register-file.

Work by Budiu on spatial computation (ASH) [BVCG04, BG03] and the associated CASH compiler [BG02] has similar goals in transforming C directly into hardware. However, the circuits produced are very different from C-Cores. ASH circuits are asynchronous designs, whereas C-Cores are synchronous. ASH produces heavily pipelined circuits with output latches for every operation, whereas C-Cores employ pipesplitting to transform each basic block into a composite operation, removing intermediate storage and transfer and allowing bit-level optimizations.

7.4 Techniques

In this section, we discuss techniques and mechanisms related to some of those used in developing conservation cores.
7.4.1 Bit-level parallelism

Our approach, pipeline splitting, uses operator chaining to execute the datapath operators unaligned to the cycle boundaries. Pipeline splitting schedules the operations of the sequential code to increase the potential for operation chaining, and then allows the operator chains to execute across many fast clock cycles. While estimating operation latency, the scheduler takes into account the speed-ups provided by bit-level parallelism across dependent operations, allowing for tighter packing of operations.

Several designs have leveraged the bit-level parallelism that pipesplitting exposes between datapath operations. The approach presented in [SA02] schedules multiple dependent operators back-to-back in the same cycle to help physical synthesis meet frequency targets. The approach in [PPM09] uses the technique to reduce register file accesses for sequential code regions. Finally, the work in [DDF+08] moves datapath operators across pipeline registers to prevent short path-related false positive timing errors. These techniques reschedule operators across just one or two cycles. Pipesplitting applies this technique more aggressively, eliminating most pipeline registers between datapath components. Furthermore, pipesplitting applies the technique only to arithmetic operators, leaving memory to run fully pipelined.

7.4.2 Cache specialization

C-Cores provide a higher-performing and more-efficient memory system, with pipelined access and integrated cachelets. The CHiMPS multi-cache architecture [PEB+09] uses several application-specific caches and enforces coherence via flushing, but the purpose, sizing, and implementation of CHiMPS multi-cache differs greatly from the cachelet approach. CHiMPS aggregates 4-KB block RAMs on an FPGA into caches backing different regions of memory in order to provide memory parallelism and to simplify the memory interface for a C-like programming model. In contrast, cachelets utilize small caches with between one and four lines that reduce the average hit time and access energy by eliding accesses to the L1.
7.4.3 Clock gating

C-Cores with pipesplitting offer interesting opportunities for clock gating, especially RTL and symbolic clock gating approaches [DIBM03, BDMM+99]. In a C-Core, only one basic block is active at a time, and the output registers associated with that block are only clocked once per basic block execution. Thus, the activity factor for any slow-clock net is very low. Moreover, the pipesplitting model provides guarantees about the minimum number of fast-clock cycles before a register could possibly need to be clocked again given the currently executing block and fast-state. This may allow C-Cores to benefit from deterministic dynamic clock gating policies such as those in [LBC+03]. We currently model fine-grained clock gating. However, we are investigating methods for providing sufficient information to our CAD tools to generate pruning logic closer to the root of the clock tree. Since the vast majority of registers in a C-Core should be clock gated in any given fast-clock cycle, substantial pruning near the root of the tree should be possible.

7.4.4 Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling

C-Cores aim to reduce energy, and many past proposals used dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) either at chip-level [GCW95, PBB98], or finer granularity [IM02, SMB+02], to achieve the same end. However, we do not consider DVFS as a particularly valuable addition or viable alternative to C-Cores. We came to this conclusion for two reasons: First, the same leakage concerns that spelled the end of classical CMOS scaling reduce the effectiveness of DVFS at advanced process nodes. Reducing the threshold voltage would produce large leakage currents. With a fixed threshold voltage, reductions in supply voltage will deeply reduce switching speed. In a leakage limited domain, running slower reduces power, but weakens the translation from lower power to lower energy. With each generation of voltage stagnation, C-Cores become more a more attractive solution and DVFS less so. Second, DVFS trades performance for power. While C-Cores are energy-oriented, they trade for power with idle transistors rather than performance, a property still in demand.
7.5 Summary

Conservation cores are specifically designed to address the challenges of the utilization wall, turning dark silicon into specialized hardware for irregular applications. This goal serves to differentiate C-Cores from other heterogeneous systems and domain specific efforts. Even where conservation cores use existing techniques, such as exploiting bit-level parallelism, their benefits derive from application at a different scale and for a different purpose. In the next and final chapter, we will summarize the benefits of conservation cores, and the contributions of this dissertation.
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Chapter 8

Summary

The utilization wall is upon us, and it will fundamentally change the way that we design future processors. We began this dissertation by characterizing the utilization wall, describing how it will lead to an exponentially expanding area of dark silicon. We have shown how the effects of the utilization wall are already apparent in modern processors and how homogeneous processors are ill-suited to addressing the challenges of the utilization wall. While traditional designs are limited, we have shown that heterogeneous designs with specialized hardware can make use of the burgeoning dark silicon area. Over the course of this dissertation, we have presented an approach for the design of such heterogeneous systems, a toolchain that embodies that approach, and evaluated the product of that approach, conservation cores.

As we run up against the utilization wall, we enter a regime in which reducing energy per operation becomes increasingly important. In Chapter 3 we introduced conservation cores, a new class of circuits that aim to increase the energy efficiency of key applications in a workload. Conservation cores provide an automated approach to having the most important pieces of the most important applications in a workload run on the hardware most specialized for them.

Conservation cores are the product of an automated C-to-silicon toolchain. Our toolchain synthesizes C-Cores from C code and builds in support that allows them to evolve when new versions of the software appear. This automation is a fundamental aspect of the conservation core approach. Automatic extrac-
tion of key code regions from source and drop-in semantics allow our toolchain to transparently improve applications with specialized hardware. Transparency and automation provide scalability to the conservation core approach. Our toolchain already produces energy efficient and performant hardware, and the quality of that hardware continues to improve as the toolchain matures.

In Chapters 4 and 5 we showed the evolution of C-Cores from our initial energy-saving prototypes to their more performance optimized successors. Our improved C-Cores use three key techniques to reduce energy consumption and improve performance compared to both a general purpose processor and our C-Core prototypes. First, C-Cores use pipesplitting, a pipelining technique that allows them to use a high-speed memory system while running non-memory operations at a much lower frequency. Second, refined support for changes to the software that C-Cores implement improves energy efficiency and significantly decreases area. Finally, cachelets reduce L1 hit times while maintaining a coherent memory interface. Together, these techniques speed up the code they target by $1.5\times$, improve EDP by $6.9\times$ times and accelerate the whole application by $1.33\times$ on average, while reducing application energy-delay by 57%. In Chapter 6, we showed how the current operation scheduling approach intertwines with hardware design decisions and highlighted avenues for further toolchain improvement.

Overall, we have shown that conservation cores are a viable means of addressing the most pressing challenges presented by the utilization wall. C-Cores provide an architectural means to trade area, now inexpensive with the advent of dark silicon, for power. C-Cores improve energy efficiency for nearly arbitrary code regions. Thus, the approach can be applied to any computing domain. Furthermore, C-Cores offer sufficient performance on irregular applications to be deployed as part of a general-purpose heterogeneous system. This makes C-Cores an attractive design alternative, especially for power-constrained and energy-constrained platforms.
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